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I was born and educated in Shanghai, and like many 
young people at the time, later took the opportunity 
to study abroad. The Chinese miracle has enabled me 
to achieve independence, empowered me to peruse my 
love of art. It has also brought me to Arts Can Do. 

China’s economic progress has lifted more people out 
of poverty than any other event in history, giving tens 
of millions a life that the last generation could not have 
imagined.

Inevitably, there are some who miss out on these 
opportunities. One such group is the children of migrant 
workers. In remote villages in China, I have met children 
of a generation who seldom see their parents.  These 
children are raised by elderly relatives, and as a result 
often suffer from isolation and emotional deprivation 
that affects their mental development, social skills and 
education. These children are the forgotten casualties 
of the industrialization of China.

Bringing artists to work with these children has proven to 
help unlock their minds. As an art collector, I appreciate 
the profound insights that art can give and am delighted 
to have been able to establish ACAF, initiating charitable 
projects which actively bring the benefits of art at 
therapy to disadvantaged children.

The first Arts Can Do Centre in Xucun Village last 
summer was an outstanding success. Later this year we 
will open a permanent centre in Shanghai to work with 
children of migrant workers. This will also serve as a 
training centre for our volunteers and a base for artists 
and art therapists. 

We greatly appreciate the support of our corporate 
sponsors who have contributed so generously to our 
work and to this event. Although many represent a 
lifestyle far removed from that of the children of my 
great working, their support for our cause is a wonderful 

reflection of a shared human concern for children that 
our community shares.

In Australia we have received great support from the 
local Chinese community and this support grows all the 
time.

I have been overwhelmed by support from artists in 
China, Hong Kong, Australia and elsewhere.  They have 
touched my heart and soul by giving up their time to 
work with children and donating works to be sold to 
benefit the Arts Can Do program, furthering the cause 
of this endeavor.

A great big Thank You to all of them. I hope you will 
find it in your heart to join with the artists in supporting 
the children and purchase a work of art tonight in aid 
of Arts Can Do.

Sincerely

Yashian Schauble, Founder and Director of the Australia 
China Art Foundation (ACAF)
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Kindness is a golden chain by which society is bond together - Goethe
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ABOUT ACAF 
ℛḶ㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ểġ

The Australia China Art Foundation (ACAF) was established 
to promote cross-cultural understanding, generate a vital 
network of creative exchange and build a reciprocal 
awareness of each countries cultures and values. We 
undertake art exchange  projects between Australia and 
China, but also bring artists from all over the world to 
realise our programs in China. Our work is primarily 
education-focused – it is about demonstrating the value 
of art within communities, and to new audiences.

We have a small team of dedicated professionals from 
different cultural backgrounds who work from our bases 
in Hong Kong, Melbourne, Sydney, Beijing and Shanghai 
to evaluate, enrich and expand our programs. ACAF was 
founded by Yashian Schauble, a Shanghai born, Melbourne 
educated Australian-Chinese business woman who divides 
her time between China and Australia, and has traveled 
the world extensively.

ACAF is a not-for-profit organisation registered in Australia.
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Sophia McKinnon 湎㵹厚
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Sophia McKinnon brings her years of experience with art 
and education in China to the development of the Arts 
Can Do project in Xucun. She will also work on the exten-
sion of this model to other centres in both villages and 
industrialised cities.

Although born in New Zealand, Sophia grew up in Beijing 
where her father was a diplomat. Following schooling in 
Beijing, New York and Wellington. Sophia studied Art and 
Anthropology at St Andrews University in Scotland before 
going to work with Beijing’s pioneering Red Gate Gallery 
and more recently the Ullens Centre for Contemporary 
Art (UCCA).

Sophia’s passion for contemporary art and her experience 
in the art world in  China and in the West is a great 
asset for  both ACAF and our supporters in building 
understanding across our cultures.

Sophia can be reached on sophia.mckinnon@acaf.org.au
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ACAF has launched a pioneering art education program in China, 
called ARTS CAN DO. It brings artists on sponsored fellowships to 
work with the children of migrant workers in isolated villages and 
in cities. Disadvantaged children are taught and encouraged to 
reach their full potential by developing life skills and confidence 
through the making of art. This is especially meaningful in a 
system which,in the poorer areas, often does not provide art 
education in the school curriculum.

Children of migrant workers lack properly resourced education 
and sufficient care. They often become shy, lacking motivation 
and confidence. This results in learning difficulties, and a 
discrepancy can occur between their age and level of emotional 
maturity. Commonly these children feel angry, out of control or 
insecure and withdrawn.

Arts can awaken the senses and make the child more aware of 
their surrounding environment. Isolated children do not receive 
that close interaction children normally share with their parents. 
While art may not be a substitute for familial closeness, it can 
give a child the joy of considering their own perspective and 
seeing that materialise as a unique response worthy of attention. 
While at the simplest level this improves hand-eye coordination, 
this also teaches how to physically interact with the outside 
world. Through making art children express themselves and at 
the same time see that they can make work that others can 
share. Through artistic expression, their voice is nurtured and 
heard.
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Our first Arts Can Do centre opened in Xucun, Heshun 
county, Shanxi, during the summer. Xucun lies in a basin 
in the highest area of the East Taihang Mountain, a re-
gion of high mountains and perilous roads. Xucun has an 
elementary boarding school, located 30 kilomereers from 
the nearest town, with 99 students in total. Their fam-
ily incomes are desperately low, depending largely on a 
small farm plot to survive. To provide children with better 
material resources, the young and able peasants must 
leave their village to work in the cities. In this region more 
than 60% children are left at home in the care of their 
grandparents and may see their parents only once a year.

Our centre opened in July, with support from the Xucun Art 
Commune and Xucun Primary School, and over 100 chil-
dren from the surrounding area came to attend classes 
led by leading Sydney painters Sophie Cape and Luke 
Sciberras, and top Melbourne photographer Josh Roben-
stone. Through free-from lessons, children were given 
an introduction to basic art techniques and observa-
tional skills, worked together on collaborative projects, 
exposed to different practices, and encouraged to fill 
their notebooks with what interested them most. The 
outcome was astounding – and one child, Huang Xin, 
is the recipient of a scholarship which will sponsor his 
travel to Beijing to visit museums and meet with art-
ists. Due to the success and efforts of the artist fel-
lows, we have been invited back to continue the Arts 
Can Do centre there as an annual summer school.
This for us, is just the beginning. We hope to open 

Arts Can Do centres throughout China. Our next program 
begins at the end of November in Shanghai, in collabo-
ration with the Jiuqian School. Jiuqian offers free week-
day and weekend classes for migrant children throughout 
Shanghai, fostering a sense of community and bolstering 
their access to resources and teaching. Our Arts Can Do 
centres will run through the two campuses on Jiuquan, 
in Pudong and Puxi. We aim to familiarise the children 
with a broad spectrum of artistic fields – in addition to 
visual art, we will also provide introductions to dance, 
music, performance, theater and design through lead-
ing practitioners throughout the year.throughout the year.

For the artists, the opportunity is immense and completely 
unique. It not only provides a new environment for them 
to work in and respond to, but allows them access and 
introductions to a side of China seldom so closely ex-
perienced. 2013 artist fellow Sophie Cape commented, 
“As an artist I couldn’t have asked for a more powerful 
and rewarding experience. To be completely integrated 
into the lives and homes of a beautiful ancient rural vil-
lage in China was the ultimate source of education and 
inspiration…our main goal as artists and teachers was 
to inspire imagination, creativity and individuality. I hope 
that if these kids never draw again, it will influence the 
way they see themselves in this world, what is possible”.
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側ḽ䥣ḉ⛐⢾≉ⶍˤ孠㛹㚱ķıĦẍᶲ䘬⬑⫸悥ⰆḶ䔁⬰⃧䪍炻

ṾẔ攧㛇ᶶ䇟䇟⤞⤞䓇㳣⛐ᶨ崟炻ᶨ⸜⎒傥ᶶ䇞㭵䚠倂ᶨ㫉ˤ

⛐孠㛹刢㛗℔䣦孠㛹⮷⬎䘬ⷖ≑ᶳ炻㜍冒⛘䘬Ĳıı⣂ỵ⬑⫸

⍪≈Ḯ䓙㽛⣏⇑Ṃ〱⯤Ề䥨䓣⭞ġSophie Capeġ Luke Sciber-
ras炻ẍ⍲㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⡐⮼㛔㏬⼙刢㛗⭞ Josh Robenstone 㔁㌰
䘬刢㛗宦䦳ˤ忂彯征ṃ峡䘬宦䦳炻⬑⫸Ẕ⬎⇘Ḯ➢㛔䘬亀䓣

㈨ⶏ奪⮇傥≃炻⸞ᶨ崟⬴ㆸ普ỻ刢㛗校䚖炻⍪ᶶ⎬䥵⎬㟟䘬

⭆嶝㳣≐炻往⍿⇘溻≙䓣↢ㆾ侭存ᶳṾẔ㚨デℜ嵋䘬᷄大ˤ

℞㓰㝄㗗ひṢ䘬炻ᶨ᷒⎓湬㫋䘬⬑⫸⚈䨩↢䘬堐䍘匋卟ḮȾ刢

㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ刢㛗⣾⬎慹炻ㆹẔ⮮峬≑Ṿ⍣⊿Ṕ㊄孧刢㛗

⭞ˣ⍪奪⌂䈑椮ẍ⍲℞Ṿ㕡朊䘬刢㛗⇃ἄ乷峡ˤ戜Ḷ㬌㫉㳣≐

䘬ⶐ⣏ㆸ≇樣⛘刢㛗⭞Ẕ䘬≒≃Ẁ↢炻Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ

攧ȿ⃧䪍刢㛗㳣≐塓怨実ἄᷢ⸜⹎㘹㛇校䚖炻⛐孠㛹亏井⺨⯽

ᶳ⍣ˤ

侴征炻ṭṭ㗗᷒⺨⥳ˤㆹẔⶴ㛃⛐ℐ⚥学䩳㚜⣂䘬⃧䪍刢㛗㳣

≐ᷕ⽫ˤĲĲ㚰㛓炻ㆹẔᶶᷭ䈝⬎㟉⎰ἄ学䩳䘬䫔Ḵ᷒Ⱦ刢㛗㖈

䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ⃧䪍刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫⮮⛐ᶲ㴟ㆸ䩳ˤᷭ䈝⬎㟉ᷢ㜍

㱒≉ⶍ䘬⅄㮹ⶍ⫸⤛㍸ὃ峡宦䦳炻➡℣℞⚊旇シ孮炻⡆≈㍍

妎峬㸸㔁⬎䘬㛢ỂˤȾ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫⮮

⛐ᷭ䈝ỵḶ㴎᷄㴎大䘬᷌᷒㟉⋢徃埴ˤ⛐征ᶨ⸜ᷕ炻ㆹẔỂ

孑⬑⫸ẔḮ妋⬎Ḉ㚜⸧㲃䘬刢㛗栮➇ġ Įġ 昌Ḯ奮奱刢㛗ᷳ⢾炻

往㚱准巰ˣ枛᷸ˣ堐㺼ˣㆷ∏学孉ˤ

⮡刢㛗⭞㜍宜炻征㗗᷒亅Ἓ侴ᶼ䊔䈡䘬㛢ỂˤṾẔᶵṭ⎗ẍ

㚱㕘䘬⇃ἄ䍗⠫炻往⎗ẍṚ幓乷⌮Ḯ妋⇘ᷕ⚥䊔䈡䘬ᶨ

朊ˤĳıĲĴ⸜樣⛘刢㛗⭞ġSophie Cape 宜烉Ⱦἄᷢᶨ᷒刢㛗⭞炻
傥⣇⬴ℐ圵ℍ征㟟ᶨ᷒ᷕ⚥伶ᷥ⎌侩ḉ㛹䘬⭞䓇㳣炻⸞㰚

⍾㔁做䀝デ䘬买㜩㸸㱱炻㱉㚱㭼征㚜㚱ẟῤ㚜暯㑤Ṣ⽫䘬乷

⌮Ḯˤἄᷢ刢㛗⭞刢㛗侩ⶰ炻ㆹẔ䘬ᷣ天䚖㞯㗗㽨⍹⬑⫸Ẕ

䘬゛尉≃炻⇃忈≃ẍ⍲ṾẔ䘬᷒⿏炻ㆹⶴ㛃⌛ἧ征ṃ⬑⫸Ẕẍ

⎶ᶵℵ䓣䓣炻征㭝乷⌮ḇ傥⼙⑵ṾẔṲ⎶䚳⼭冒ᶾ䓴䘬㕡

⺷ȿˤ
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SUPPORTING ACAF AND ARTS CAN DO
㓗㊩㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ể⍲Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖

9

Tonight, we hope you are able to glimpse the value in 
what has taken place already, and will join in supporting 
us as we move forward. We are fundraising to enable 
our programs to continue with consistent attention 
and quality, as well as creating a model which can be 
reproduced in other locations throughout China. We rely 
on the generous support of individuals and organizations 
like you, and are immensely grateful for all we have 
received so far. If you would like to be part of Arts Can 
Do or volunteer your time please contact us.

You can support Arts Can Do by purchasing works of art 
generously donated by artists from China, Hong Kong, 
Australia and around the world. Tonight we will auction 
a number of key pieces live, but our online platform – 
generously hosted by OCULA – will be open for bidding 
up until the day following the event
You can also make direct donations to ACAF. To find out 
more, contact us at info@acaf.org.au. 

Donations to the ACAF Fellowship are tax deductible for 
Australian taxpayers.

Ṳ㘂炻ㆹẔⶴ㛃ぐ傥⣇ᶶㆹẔᶨ崟⚆栦ㆹẔ 䘬≒≃ㆸ

㝄炻㓗㊩ㆹẔ⛐征㜉忻嶗ᶲ亏井⇵徃ˤㆹẔ䬡⊇䘬峬慹⮮䓐

ḶȾ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖䘬⍹⯽炻⎴㖞ᷢ㚱䘬ヰ┬校䚖

⇃䩳ᶨ᷒㥄㟟ˤㆹẔ䘬ㆸ≇ẘ峾Ḷ䥩Ṣㆾ㛢㜬䘬ㄟㄐ㓗㊩炻征

㚱䘬ᶨ↯炻ㆹẔ䓙堟⛘デ寊ぐ炰⤪㝄ぐ゛≈ℍȾ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙

≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖ㆾㆸᷢ⽿ョ侭炻㔔実俼䲣ㆹẔˤ

ぐ⎗ẍ忂彯峕Ḙ㜍冒ᷕ⚥ˣᷕ⚥楁㷗ˣ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⍲ᶾ䓴⎬⛘刢

㛗⭞ㄟㄐ㋸崈䘬刢㛗⑩㜍㓗㊩ㆹẔˤṲ㘂炻ㆹẔ⮮䍘⛢㉵⋾ᶨ

悐↮ἄ⑩炻ぐ往⎗ẍ忂彯OCULAㄟㄐ崆≑䘬仹ᶲ⸛⎘⍪≈䪆
㉵炻䪆㉵㖞斜⮮⺞井⇘㳣≐㫉㖍ˤ

ぐḇ⎗ẍ䚜㍍㋸㫦亁ACAF炻㫚䞍宎ね炻㔔実俼亄烉info@acaf.
org.au.

㋸≑ACAF䘬㽛⣏⇑Ṃ崆≑⓮Ẕ⎗ṓ⍿䦶㓞㉝㈋䘬Ềよ㓧䫾ˤ
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LIVE AUCTION
By Poly International Auction

䍘⛢ᷱ㉵

䓙ᾅ⇑㉵⋾ᷦ㉵



Ink on paper
习ᶲ㯜⡐

Lot. L01-L02, L08

⍪≈孠㛹椾⯲Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿġ刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫䘬⃧䪍刢㛗ἄ⑩

In summer 2013, ACAF ran the very first Arts Can Do 
centre in Xucun, Heshun county, Shanxi province. Over 
100 children from the region, mostly of migrant work-
ers, came to attend daily painting and drawing classes 
taught by ACAF artist fellows Sophie Cape and Luke 
Sciberras . For nearly all of them, this was their first 
exposure to art as a form of expression, as a vehicle 
for their own ideas and perspectives, and as a language 
unto itself. They were also encouraged, given confidence 
and praised for their work. With the children’s permis-
sion, we selected a few pieces which we believe not only 
show the capacity and skill of response, but astound-
ing originality. It also brings the creative voice of these 
children to you, our supporters. 
We are auctioning these pieces as artworks in their 
own right, but also as an opportunity to appreciate, be 
moved and reminded by what has taken place through 
the Arts Can Do program.
Each piece is unique and signed by the child, whose 
ages range between 4 and 10.

ĳıĲĴ⸜⢷⣑炻㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ể⛐Ⱉ大䚩栢⍧

孠㛹ㆸ䩳Ḯ䫔ᶨ᷒Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫ˤ

⛘䘬Ĳııἁỵ䔁⬰⃧䪍⍪≈Ḯ䓙ACAF樣⛘刢㛗⭞Sophie Cape 
ġLuke Sciberrasġ㔁㌰䘬㱡䓣䳈㍷宦䦳ˤ⮡亅⣏⣂㔘䘬⬑
⫸㜍宜炻征㗗ṾẔ䫔ᶨ㫉㈲刢㛗ἄᷢᶨ䥵堐彦㕡⺷宕妨炻

忂彯刢㛗㜍堐彦冒䘬゛㱽奩妋ˤṾẔ⼿⇘溻≙ˣ塓亁Ḱ

ᾉ⽫炻ṾẔ䘬ἄ⑩⍿⇘堐㈔ˤ⛐⼿⇘⬑⫸Ẕ䘬⃩孠⎶炻ㆹẔ

徱↢Ḯᶨṃ㚱ひṢ⇃シ䘬ἄ⑩炻㈲⬑⫸Ẕ㚱⇃忈⿏䘬⢘枛

ⷎ亁ἈẔ炻ㆹẔ䘬㓗㊩侭炰

ㆹẔ㈲征ṃ⬑⫸Ẕ䊔䩳⇃ἄ䘬ἄ⑩ἄᷢ刢㛗⑩㉵⋾炻征⎴㖞

ḇ㗗ᶨ᷒㫋峷Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖ᷢ⬑⫸Ẕ ↢䘬峉

䋖⸞ᷢᷳデ≐䘬㛢Ểˤ

㭷ᶨⷭἄ⑩悥㗗ⓗᶨ䘬炻ⷎ㚱⬑⫸䘬䬦⎵ˤṾẔ䘬⸜漬⛐ĵ⇘

ĲıⰩᷳ斜ˤ

Reserve: RMB600 / US$100 

Lot. L01 Lot. L02 Lot. L08
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Lot. L03

Li Mingzhu 㛶㖶撠

Li Ming Zhu was born in Tianjin, in 1973. He gradu-
ated from the China Academy of Fine Arts Oil Painting 
Department in 1996. He looks particularly at the dis-
connect between traditional Chinese ideals and cultural 
practices, and the present day. He asks, how was this 
distance created, and how are these ideas processed 
today? His ceramic series borrows from the Ming dy-
nasty Cloisonné tradition of production, with painstaking 
attention to detail. He refigures production through the 
quotidian fixtures of modern Chinese life – purified water 
dispensers, closed circuit camera devices, and kitchen 
items reconfigured.

Li Mingzhu has exhibited extensively in Europe, as well 
at the National Gallery of China in Beijing, where he 
currently lives and works. 

㛶㖶撠炻ĲĺĸĴ⸜↢䓇Ḷ⣑㳍炻Ĳĺĺķ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⚥伶㛗⬎昊㱡䓣

䲣ˤṾ䚳ᶲ⍣⁷㗗⢬⛐䍘Ṳᶶᷕ⚥Ỉ亇奪⾝㔯⊾Ḉ㕕⯪

⢬ˤṾ斖炻征᷒嶅䥣㗗⾶ᷰṏ䓇䘬炻䍘⤪Ṳ宍⾶ᷰ⢬䎮烎Ṿ

䘬昞䒟䲣↿ῇ䓐Ỉ亇㖶ẋ㘗㲘咅䘬ⶍ刢䱦⋶炻≈ẍ㕘䘬㕡

㱽桶㟤䓐⛐Ḯᷕ⚥䍘ẋ䓇㳣㖍ⷠ学⢯ᷕ炻⤪椖㯜㛢炻斕嶗

㏬⁷学⢯炻ẍ⍲⍐䓐⑩惵伖ˤ

㛶㖶撠䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ炻Ṿ䘬ἄ⑩乷⛐㫏㳚⸧㲃塓⯽

↢炻ḇ⛐ᷕ⚥⚥⭞伶㛗椮⯽↢ˤ
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Li Mingzhu, Grasshopper Cage with Meat, 2012
Old cage, oil painting on marble, 25 x 30 x 7 cm
㛶㖶撠, 困困䫤ᶶ倱ĭġ2012ĭġ侩䫤⫸ĭġ⣏䎮䞛ᶶ㱡䓣ĭġ25 x 30 x 7 cm

Reserve: RMB28,800 / US$4,800
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Lot. L04

Jin Shan 望Ⱉ

Jin Shan was born in Jiangsu province, and graduated 
from East China Normal University, He participated in 
the “52nd Venice Biennale” in 2007, is presently fea-
tured in the exhibition “Painterly” in Shanghai, curated 
by Mathieu Borysevicz and most recently has had solo 
shows at the Spencer Museum of Art in the University 
of Kansas, and the David Winton Bell Gallery in Brown 
University. Curator Ian Alden Russell comments, “A lead-
ing voice in an emerging generation of socially engaged 
contemporary artists in China, Jin Shan is an agent 
provocateur. Preferring wit and satire to aggression and 
conflict, he uses humor and play to draw audiences into 
a confrontation with the social, cultural and political 
problems of the modern world.” 

He is represented by Pekin Fine Arts, Beijing, Aike 
Dell’Arco, Shanghai, and Masters & Pelavin, New York. 
He currently lives and works in Shanghai.

望Ⱉ↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥㰇剷炻㭽᷂Ḷ⋶᷄ⶰ劫⣏⬎炻㚦⍪≈䫔Ķĳ⯲

⦩⯤㕗⍴⸜⯽炷ĳııĸ炸炻䚖⇵⛐ᶲ㴟⍪≈䓙Mathieu Boryse-
vicz䫾⯽䘬佌⯽ġ˪亀䓣⿏˫炻⸞⛐⟒叐㕗⣏⬎Spencer伶㛗椮
ⶫ㚿⣏⬎David Winton Bell伶㛗椮ᷦ埴᷒⯽ˤ䫾⯽ṢIan 
Alden Russell孬ẟ宜Ⱦ望Ⱉ㗗ᶨ᷒㍊䦀侭炻㗗ᷕ⚥㕘ᶨẋ䘬
Ṷḳẋ刢㛗侭䘬栮⮤⢘枛炻Ṿ㛢㘢ˣ孥⇢ˣ㓣↣ˣ⅚䨩炻

Ṿ彸䓐宁宸昷⿏䘬堐䍘ㇳ㱽⏠⺽奪ếᶶẋᶾ䓴䘬䣦Ểˣ

㔯⊾㓧㱣斖桀⮡㈿ȿˤ

Ṿ䓙⊿Ṕ刢斐䓣ˣᶲ㴟刦⎗䓣乥乎Masters & Pelayin
ẋ䎮ˤ䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶᶲ㴟ˤ

Jin Shan, Mixed-Blood, 2013
Installation, glue, plastics, paper clay, 42 x 24 x 11 cm 

望Ⱉĭġ㶟埨⃧ĭġ2013ĭġ塭伖ĭġ傞ĭġ⟹㕁ĭġ㳮⛇ġĭ 42 x 24 x 11 cm  

Reserve: RMB15,000 / US$2,500



Lot. L05

Fang Kai 㕡↗

Fang Kai was born in 1983 in Anhui province. In 2007 
he graduated from Nanjing University of Arts, having 
majored in oil painting. A student of leading Chinese 
painter Mao Yan, Fang Kai has been widely praised 
for possessing the same observant sensitivity and ef-
ficacy of brushwork as his teacher. This can be seen 
particularly in his Self Portrait – an arresting image of 
reflection and confrontation. Last year Beijing’s Atkins & 
Ai gallery curated Becoming: Mao Yan and Fang Kai, at 
the same time as he was featured in Shanghai Now, in 
Melbourne. This is a very special opportunity to acquire 
an exceptional piece by a rising star. Fang Kai is rep-
resented in Beijing by Atkins & Ai gallery. He currently 
lives and works in Nanjing. 

㕡↗炻ĲĺĹĴ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥⬱⽥炻ĳııĸ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ⋿Ṕ刢㛗⬎昊

㱡䓣ᶻ᷂ˤἄᷢᷕ⚥栞⮾䓣⭞㮃䃘䘬⬎䓇炻㕡↗塓⸧㲃崆娱

㰚⍾亏㈧Ḯ侩ⶰ乮儣䘬奪⮇傥≃⍲⇃ἄ㈨㱽ȹṶ征ẞ䱦⥁㋽

㋱⇘⍵⿅ᶶ⮡㈿䘬冒䓣⁷ᷕ炻⯌℞⎗奩ᶨ㔹ˤ⍣⸜炻Ṿ⍪≈

Ḯ⊿Ṕ刦䈡刦䓣䫾⯽䘬˪ㆸᷢ烉㮃䃘ᶶ㕡↗˫⯽奰炻⎴ᶨ

㖞斜往⍪≈Ḯ⛐⡐⮼㛔ᷦ≆䘬⯽奰˪Shanghai Now˫ˤ䍘
⛐炻ぐ⮮㊍㚱卟⼿征ỵ㛒㜍ᷳ㗇㜘ἄ䘬䊔䈡㛢Ểˤ㕡↗䓙⊿

Ṕ刦䈡刦䓣ẋ䎮炻䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⋿Ṕˤ

Fang Kai, Portrait No. 3, 2011
Oil on canvas, 60 x 50 cm
㕡↗ĭġ倾⁷䓣3⎟ĭġ2011ĭġⶫ朊㱡䓣ĭġ60 x 50 cm
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Reserve: RMB15,000 / US$2,500



Lot. L06

Chen Wenling 旰㔯Ẍ

Chen Wenling was born in Fujian province in 1969, and 
is repeatedly mentioned as one of the top ten artists 
living & working in China today. This piece is part of his 
first and best known ‘Red Memory’ series. The gleaming 
red children became iconic responses to the one child 
policy and desire for ‘red boys’ or male babies. Art critic 
and professor Peng De commented that “he expresses 
the dream, the remembrance and the nostalgia of our 
innocent childhood and a questioning of our adult hu-
man culture.” Chen Wenling later became synonymous 
with satirical and grotesque critiques on power, excess 
and consumption through large scale sculptures and 
installation. 

In 1999 Chen Wenling received the Golden Lion at the 
Venice Biennale - the most lauded prize in the art world, 
and the Alpert Award in the Arts in the United States 
the same year. He has exhibited extensively in Australia, 
including the ‘The 7th Exhibition of Sculptures by the 
Sea’ in 2011. His work in held in the permanent col-
lections of the Melbourne Art Museum, the National Art 
Museum of China, the National Gallery of Korea and the 
Houston Museum of Fine Arts, USA. He currently lives 
and works in Beijing.

Please note: ACAF has a collaboration with Chen Wen-
ling allowing more than what we feature in this auction 
to be available, with a portion of sales going to Arts 
Can Do. If you are interested in more work by Chen 
Wenling, please contact us directly.

旰㔯Ẍ炻Ĳĺķĺ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥䤷⺢ˤṾ塓⸧㲃崆娱ᷢ㗗Ṳ䓇

㳣ⶍἄḶᷕ⚥䘬⋩⣏Ề䥨刢㛗⭞ᷳᶨˤȾ乊刚存⽮炼䪹⁚㰇

㷾ᷳḴȿ㗗Ṿ椾᷒ˣḇ㗗㚨䞍⎵䘬Ⱦ乊刚存⽮ȿ䲣↿䘬ᶨ悐

↮ˤ斒斒⍹䘬乊䓟⬑ㆸᷢ䊔䓇⫸⤛㓧䫾㷜㛃䓇䓟⬑䘬㫚

㛃䘬㞯⽿⿏⍵⸼ˤ刢㛗孬孢⭞⼕⽟㔁㌰孬孢忻烉ȾṾ忻↢Ḯ

ṢẔ䘬⽫ョ炻⮡䪍䛇䉞⾩䘬⚆⽮⾨⾝炻ẍ⍲⮡ㆸṢ㔯㖶䘬

峐䔹ˤȿ忂彯⣏✳晽⟹塭伖ἄ⑩炻旰㔯ẌㆸᷢḮ孥⇢㈡

孬㛫≃ˣ彯⹎㴰峡䘬ẋ⎵孵ˤ

Ĳĺĺĺ⸜炻旰㔯Ẍ卟⼿Ḯ⦩⯤㕗⍴⸜⯽慹䊖⣾炻征㗗刢㛗䓴㚨

ᷢ匋侨䘬⣾校ˤ⎴⸜炻Ṿ往⛐伶⚥卟⼿ḮAlpert刢㛗⣾ˤṾ䘬
ἄ⑩㚦⛐㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⸧㲃⯽↢炻⊭㊔ĳıĲĲ⸜䘬˪䫔ᶫ⯲㽛㳚⚥

旭㴟Ⱡ晽⟹⯽˫ˤ旰㔯Ẍ䘬ἄ⑩塓⡐⮼㛔刢㛗⌂䈑椮ˣġ ᷕ⚥

伶㛗椮ˣ枑⚥⚥䩳伶㛗椮伶⚥ẹ㕗栧伶㛗椮㯠ᷭ㓞啷ˤ䍘

䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕˤ

㍸䣢烉ACAFᶶ旰㔯Ẍ彦ㆸ⎰ἄ炻ġ昌Ḯ㬌㫉㉵⋾䘬ἄ⑩ᷳ⢾炻
旰㔯Ẍ℞Ṿἄ⑩䘬悐↮撨ⓖ⼿ḇ⮮䓐ḶȾ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ

攧ȿ校䚖ˤ⤪㝄ぐ⮡旰㔯Ẍ䘬℞Ṿἄ⑩デℜ嵋炻実䚜㍍ㆹ

Ẕ俼䲣ˤ
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Chen Wenling, Red Memory ‒ No Big Deal No. 2, 2010
Bronze, car paint, 48 x 19 x 24 cm
旰㔯Ẍĭġ乊刚存⽮Į䪹⁚㰇㷾ᷳḴĭġ2010ĭġ撄ĭġ㰥弎㺮ĭġ48 x 19 x 24 cm

Reserve: RMB 24,000 / US$ 4,000
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Lot. L07

赵旭

Zhao Xu, Trip to Mars 7, 2013
Mixed media, 90 × 110 cm

崝㖕ĭġ䀓㗇ᷳ㕭ᷳᶫ,ġ2013ĭġ交⎰⨺㛸ĭġ90 × 110 cm

Reserve: RMB50,000 / US$8,300  

Zhao Xu was born in Beijing and studied painting in 
the Beijing Shimei Vocational School when he was very 
young. He was taught by some of the most celebrated 
modern artists, including Zhao Zhunwang and Yao Kui. 
Later on, he studied in the Central Academy of Art 
and Design. In 1988, part of his works were selected 
for “China Young Artist New Work Exhibition” for which 
he received the Excellence Award. He also participated 
in the “100 Artists Chinese Painting Exhibition and 40th 
Anniversary of Beijing’s Liberation Exhibition”. In 1993 he 
obtained ‘The Oriental Award’ as part of the “Oriental 
Award International Chinese Painting Competition” held 
by People’s Daily newspaper. Meanwhile, he conducted 
exhibitions in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Switzerland, Korea and Australia. In 1996, he 
was part of a group exhibition at the National Art Mu-
seum of China. Moreover, in 1997, he was invited to 
San Francisco to lecture and participate in a solo exhi-
bition at the Rongbaozhai Gallery there. He completed 
his Master’s Degree in Historical Relic Identification from 
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and an EMBA 
Master Degree from the Cheung Kong Graduate School 
of Business. In 2013, the “Galaxy-Zhao Xu Art Exhibition” 
at Minsheng Bank Club, the series from which this piece 
comes, took place at the Beijing Hong Kong Jockey 

Club Clubhouse and Triumph Art Space. 
Zhao Xu currently lives and works in Beijing, and is 
represented by Triumph Art Space.

崝㖕↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥⊿Ṕ炻⸜弣㖞⛐⊿Ṕⶪ⭆䓐伶㛗⬎㟉⬎Ḉ

亀䓣ˤ㚦⃰⎶㯪㔁Ḷ崝Ⅾ㖢ˣ⦂⣶䫱ᷕ⚥䍘ẋ叿⎵䓣⭞炻

ᷳ⎶䞼ᾖḮᷕ⣖ⶍ刢伶㛗⬎昊⭆䓐伶㛗宦䦳ˤĲĺĹĹ⸜炻崝㖕

䘬悐↮ἄ⑩ℍ徱ᷕ⚥曺⸜㕘Ṣ㕘ἄ⯽炻⸞卟⼿ḮỀ䥨⣾烊⍪

≈ḮȾᷕ⚥䘦⭞⚥䓣⣏⯽ȿ⊿Ṕ妋㓦⚃⋩␐⸜伶⯽ˤĲĺĺĴ

⸜炻卟⼿Ḯ䓙Ṣ㮹㖍㉍㴟⢾䇰ᷦ≆䘬Ⱦ᷄㕡㜗ȿ⚥旭㯜⡐⣏

崃ἄ⑩匋卟Ⱦ᷄㕡⣾ȿˤ⎴⸜炻悐↮ἄ⑩⛐楁㷗ˣ⎘㸦ˣ㖍

㛔ˣ㕘≈✉ˣ樔㜍大Ṃˣ䐆⢓ˣ枑⚥㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⯽↢ˤĲĺĺķ

⸜⛐ᷕ⚥伶㛗椮ᷦ≆䓣⯽ˤĲĺĺĸ⸜炻⸼怨崜伶孚⬎⸞⛐㖏慹

Ⱉ匋⭅㔳伶㛗ᷕ⽫ᷦ≆᷒Ṣ䓣⯽ˤᷳ⎶炻Ṿ⍾⼿Ḯᷕ⚥䣦

Ể䥹⬎㔯䈑戜⭂ᶻ᷂䟽⢓⬎ỵ攧㰇⓮⬎昊EMBA䟽⢓⬎
ỵˤĳıĲĴ⸜Ⱦ㗇㱛ĮĮ崝㖕ἄ⑩⯽ȿ⛐㮹䓇撞埴ᾙ᷸悐烊⊿Ṕ楁

㷗樔Ể䨢斜烊⊿Ṕ↗㕳刢㛗䨢斜ᶱ⛘ⶉ⯽ˤ

崝㖕䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ炻䓙刢↗㕳刢㛗䨢斜ẋ䎮ˤ
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Lot. L09

Early eighteenth century Napoleonic era brooch
⋩ℓᶾ乒㖑㛇㊧䟜ṹ㖞ẋ傠搰

About Cering Jewelry

Beijing’s Cering Jewelry is an individual single-venture 
enterprise. Their major projects consist of trade in dia-
mond and precious stones and bespoke orders. They 
deal in merchandise research and development, product 
reworking, and market sales. 

Cering Jewelry has its own independent shopping web-
site, branch offices and flagship stores with custom-
ised shopping services. Cering sources from Hong Kong, 
Shenzhen and Belgium, sourcing their precious stones 
and items from Belgium, South Africa, Brazil, India, and 
Sri Lanka. In addition to their antique pieces, they can 
custom design items produced by high level jewelers 
with years of experience, who can complete designs on 
commission. Cering upholds craftsmanship and refined 
detail, complimented by strong design. Pieces are strik-
ing, perfectly balanced, and one of a kind. 

䅁䏛䐨䑐䎈⭅㚱旸℔⎠䬨ṳ

⊿Ṕⶪ䅁䏛䐨䑐䎈⭅㚱旸℔⎠㗗ᶨ⭞᷒Ṣ䊔峬ẩ᷂ˤẍ摣䞛

墠䞛峠㖻ˣ䥩Ṣ⭂⇞ᷢᷣ天乷反校䚖ˤ⓮⑩䞼⍹ˣ䓇ṏ≈

ⶍˣⶪ⛢反撨ˤ

䅁䏛䎈⭅学㚱冒䘬䊔䩳䘬峕䈑仹䪁炻䍘⛐ᶲ㴟ˣ⊿Ṕˣ

㶙⛛ˣ学䩳↮℔⎠⍲ỻ樴⸿炻ĳıĲĴ⸜⮮⛐ㆸ悥ˣ大⬱ˣ⑰⮼

㺐䫱学㚱↮℔⎠⍲ỻ樴⸿炻⸞奬↺㕘⺢䥩Ṣ⭂⇞檀䪗⑩䇴

ᶻ反⸿校䚖ˤ

䅁䏛䎈⭅⛐楁㷗ˣ㶙⛛ˣ㭼⇑㖞学㚱ᶻ᷂䘬䎈⭅≈ⶍ〉炻

䓐⭅䞛ℐ悐慯䓐㭼⇑㖞ˣ⋿朆ˣ大ˣ⌘⹎ˣ㕗慴℘⌉䫱⚥

徃⎋⍇㛸㕁ˤ崟䇰䓙Ṷ᷂⣂⸜䘬檀乏椾椘≈ⶍⶰ慯䓐シ⣏

⇑ⶍ刢≈ⶍ炻⎗ẍ⬴伶䘬ỻ䍘学孉ⶰ学孉シ⚦ˤ≈ⶍ䱦列炻

ⶍ刢侫䨞炻㲐慵乮刪檀䪗崟䇰攞㈨㛗ˤ乗ㇳⶍ⇞忈炻乮

刪⢬⬴伶䘬≈ⶍ⢬䎮炻ㇻ忈㚜≈⬴伶檀⿏ẟ㭼䘬ṏ⑩ˤ

学孉桶㟤㝼䬨乎炻ᶵ⣙⤊⋶炻䨩↢⤛⿏䘬㝼伶炻乮刪⢬

䓐䠔㚿䘬乧㜉⊦≺炻〘⇘⤥⢬䘬ᷕ㝼䘬⿏峐炻⛐乮刪⢬⯽

䍘⤛⿏㷑⧱侴✂⻢䘬䈡峐ˤ

Napoleon III era palace jewelry is noted for its exqui-
site attention to detail and dignified elegance. It often 
features flora and fauna in perfectly balanced designs, 
natural motifs, and lavished with rolled gold and gold 
leaf. Fixed in the pin are top grade pearls, fanning out 
in a hexagon to complete the beautifully structured 
flower form lined with iridescent pearl. The cluster set-
ting is ringed in a row of tiny pearls, inlaid with one 
central pearl set in 18K gold. This brooch has clearly 
been cared for over the centuries, so beautifully main-
tained that it still retains the luster of a bygone era.

㊧䟜ṹ㖞ẋ䘬䎈⭅学孉ⲯ⯂㴒㻓ᷣᷱね⾨炻⣏冒䃞䘬

剙㜇ˣ≐䈑⃫䳈塓⺽ℍ䎈⭅学孉䀝デˤ⛐㛸峐ᶲ炻䍵

䎈塓⣱ᷢᶲ⑩炻⣏慷↢䍘⛐恋ᶨ㖞㛇䘬⭓⺟椾椘ᷕˤ

㬌㫦傠搰㔜ỻ⏰ℕ朊⼊乻㜬炻ℕ᷒彡奺↮⇓ᷢ剙㛝忈✳炻

⸞攞ᶨ栿斒侨䍵䎈炻ᷕ斜佌攞⮷㌺䍵䎈炻栞悐攞ᶨ᷒

⣏䍵䎈炻⏰ế㗇㊙㚰ᷳ⾩炻Ề晭徟Ṣ炻⣂栿䍵䎈⛐ĲĹŌ慹乡

䎮䘬堔㈀ᶳグ⍹㗦⼿斒Ṗˤ侫䨞䘬ㇳⶍ乷彯Ⱙ㚰䘬䢐䟢炻

ὅ䃞⋶⼑䅈䅈ˤ傠搰℟㚱℠✳䘬㊧䟜ṹ㖞㛇䘬伶⬎䈡⼩ˤ

Early eighteenth century Napoleonic era brooch.
Materials: 18K gold, enamel and pearl, Period: 1860
Style: Napoleonic period, Pearl weight: 13.7g, Pearl length: 4cm 
⋩ℓᶾ乒㖑㛇㊧䟜ṹ㖞ẋ傠搰
㛸峐烉18K慹ĭġ䍸䎭⼑ĭġ䍵䎈ĭġ⸜ẋ烉1860⸜
桶㟤烉㊧䟜ṹ㖞㛇桶㟤ĭġᷣ䞛烉䍵䎈ĭġ慵慷烉13.7ĭġ攧⹎烉4cm

Reserve: RMB12,600 / US$2,100
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Lot. L10

Kaluga caviar ⌉曚ụ彦㮷汯氤⫸愙

The wild fish species which produces Kaluga caviar can 
be found in the Amur River.  They normally matures in the 
15th – 20th year, and can live up to 100 years, reaching 
over 1000kg. This precious species is the largest sturgeon. 
The caviar: is produced from roes of mature Kaluga of 
over 15 years of aqua culture.  Its color can be pearl 
grey, or dark grey. The roes are smooth and even, with 
a special sheen.  Its diameter is over 3.2mm. It has a 
full-bodied flavor with a special aromatic after taste.

About Kaluga Queen  

Qiandao Hu (thousand island lake) -- “the most beauti-
ful lake under heaven” has a water area of 573 square 
kilometers, with 87% forest coverage, visibility of over 
7 meters and zero pollution emission. The nearly wild 
growing environment, scientific natural fish feed man-
agement system, makes the perfect environment for 
Kaluga Queen caviar. With inherited traditional process-
ing techniques from Russia and Iran, merged with mod-
ern European processing technique, we operate strictly 
under the HACCP management system according to the 
highest international food processing hygiene standards 
ensuring the product’s stability and safety. Our produc-
tion is so streamlined that every roe of Kaluga Queen 
Caviar explodes perfectly with texture and delicacy.

Recognised as one of the world’s finest and fresh-
est caviars, Kaluga Queen is now available within 
China. Kaluga Queen has been honoured with praise 
from some of the world’s most sophisticated res-
taurants, initially in France and now internationally.

彦㮷汯烉慶䓇彦㮷汯↮ⶫ⛐ᷕ⚥湹潁㰇炻氤漬⎗彦

Ĳıı⸜炻ỻ慵⎗彦Ĳııı℔㕌ẍᶲ炻㗗汇氤ᷕ᷒ỻ㚨⣏ˣ

㚨䍵峝䘬⑩䥵ᷳᶨ炻暨天Ĳ Ķ军 ĳ ı⸜ㇵ傥ㆸ䅇ṏ⌝ˤ

彦㮷汯氤⫸愙烉㗗䓙Ṣⶍ℣㬾ĲĶ⸜䘬彦㮷汯氤⌝⇞ㆸ炻⣂ᷢ

䍵䎈䀘ㆾ䀘湹刚炻⌝䰺⛯⊨㹹炻刚㲥㵎炻⌝⼬Ĵįĳ㮓䰛

ẍᶲ炻㗗氤⫸愙ᷕ⌝䰺㚨⣏䘬⑩䥵炻␛忻㳻恩炻⚆␛楁愯ˤ

⌉曚ụ氤⫸愙䬨ṳ

⋫ⱃ㷾ȹȹȾ⣑ᶳ䫔ᶨ䥨㯜ȿ炻⍇䓇⾩㯜➇炻檀⭮⹎㢖㜿

央䙾䌯炻㖈ảỽⶍ⅄᷂㰉㝻䈑㌺㓦炻ᷢ汇氤㍸ὃ㚨㍍役慶

䓇䘬䓇攧䍗⠫炻≈ᷳ䥹⬎䘬⣑䃞椚㕁┪℣䭉䎮ỻ䲣炻⇃忈

↢⑩峐亅Ἓ䘬Ⱦ⌉曚ụ炷KALUGA QUEEN炸ȿ氤⫸愙ˤ⌉
曚ụ氤⫸愙≈ⶍⶍ刢䥱㈧Ὤ仿㕗Ẳ㚿氤⫸愙Ỉ亇ㇳⶍ≈

ⶍⶍ刢䘬䱦橻炻圵⎰㫏㳚䍘ẋ≈ⶍ㈨㛗ⶍ刢炻孑㭷栿⌉曚ụ

炷KALUGA QUEEN炸氤⫸愙䘬⎋デᶶ伶␛䫱⼭⬴伶亥㓦ˤ

⌉曚ụ氤⫸愙㗗ᷕ⚥ṏ⑩㚨ㆸ≇䘬劫ἳᷳᶨ炻⤪Ṳ⌉

曚ụ塓孌⎗ᷢℐᶾ䓴㚨⤥㚨㕘汄䘬氤⫸愙ᷳᶨ炻⸞ὃ

亁ℐ㫏㳚䘬檀㠋梸⌭炻䍘⛐ㇻ⺨ℭ撨䨿⎋ˤ征⭞

⬴ℐℭ峬䘬℔⎠卟⼿ḮṶᶾ䓴劫⚜⇘ᷕ⚥埴ℭᶻ⭞

Ẕ䘬㘖念崆娱ⶐ⣏ㆸ≇ˤ⬫䓇ṏ䘬氤⫸愙炻塓Ṷ

㚨⇅䘬㱽⚥⇘⤪Ṳ念ⶫℐ䎫䘬檀㠋梸⌭㫊彶⸞䦘株ˤ

Kaluga Queen-Kaluga caviar, 1kg
⌉曚ụ彦㮷汯氤⫸愙ĭġ1℔㕌ġġġġġġ

Reserve: RMB15,000 / US$2,500 
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Lot. L11

Hasselblad Camera
Lunar signed by Apollo 11 lunar walker Buzz Aldrin

Hasselblad, the world’s leading professional camera 
manufacturer based in Sweden, released the Lunar cam-
era to celebrate a 50 year partnership with NASA. The 
Lunar is heir to the legendary 500EL, which was used by 
Neil Armstrong to capture the first picture of the moon’s 
surface. To commemorate this milestone, Hasselblad 
invited former NASA Astronaut Buzz Aldrin, part of the 
first team to set foot on the moon, to sign a Lunar at 
their launch in New York – the very same Lunar gener-
ously donated by Hasselblad to benefit Arts Can Do.
  
Engineers and designers at the company’s design cen-
tre near Venice were briefed to develop a camera that 
would combine cutting edge technology with a unique 
custom finish. The team created the Lunar, a breath-
taking hybrid of Italian design and Swedish pedigree. 
The Lunar is a state-of-the-art, Italian-designed, ultimate 
luxury consumer camera. 

The Lunar embraces the pioneering Hasselblad image 
capture technology, combined with stunning Italian de-
sign features using hand finished carbon fiber, titanium, 
wood, leather and precious metals - including ruby.  An 
aesthetically compelling piece of camera art, the Lunar 
is a gorgeous object to both behold and to hold.

Hasselblad Lunar in Black leather is a stylishly durable 
camera with 24 megapixels. The delicately textured, firm 
leather grip is in a class of its own. The grip recounts a 
tale your fingers can read in the countless paths scored 
by the texture of this extraordinary material. 

Here is an opportunity to acquire a masterpiece of 
photographic design and luxury, while at the same time 
supporting Arts Can Do.

⑰剷䚠㛢炼LunarĻġ 䓙旧㲊仿ĲĲ⎟㻓㬍㚰䎫䘬⬯凒␀Buzz Al-
drinṚ䪼䬦⎵

⑰剷炻㗗ᶾ䓴栮⃰䘬ᶻ᷂䚠㛢⇞忈⓮炻悐⛐䐆℠ˤᷢ⸮䤅

ᶶ伶⚥⚥⭞凒䨢凒⣑⯨炷NASA炸⎰ἄĶı␐⸜炻⑰剷㕘㍐↢Ḯ
Lunar䚠㛢炼⬯凒␀旧⥮㕗䈡㚿䓐㜍㋽㋱㚰䎫堐朊䫔ᶨ⻈⼙⁷
䘬Ỉ⣯Ķııņō䚠㛢䘬⎶亏⑩䇴ˤᷢḮ⸮䤅征᷒慴䦳䠹炻⑰剷怨

実Ḯ⇵NASA⬯凒␀炻ḇ㗗䫔ᶨ乬䘣ᶲ㚰䎫䘬旇␀ᷳᶨ炼Buzz 
Aldrin炻⛐乥乎⍹⮬➢⛘ᷢᶨ㝞Lunar䚠㛢䬦⎵ˤ䍘⛐炻⑰剷
㈲征㝞䚠㛢㋸崈亁ḮȾ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖ˤ

⛐⑰剷月役⦩⯤㕗䘬学孉ᷕ⽫炻ⶍ䦳ⶰ学孉ⶰ塓⏲䞍⺨⍹

ᶨ㫦乻⎰栞⮾㈨㛗ᶶ䈡㬲⭂⇞䘬䚠㛢炼征⯙㗗Lunar宆䓇䘬什
崟ˤ⑰剷⚊旇ㆸ≇ㇻ忈↢ℤ℟シ⺷学孉ᶶ䐆℠埨亇䘬㽨≐Ṣ

⽫䘬Lunar䚠㛢ˤLunar⟒䦘⮾䪗㈨㛗ˣシ⺷学孉ˣ买㜩⤊⋶
䚠㛢䘬⬴伶℠劫炰

Lunarᶵṭ䥱㈧Ḯ⑰剷栮⃰Ề⺪䘬⚦⁷㋽㋱傥≃炻⍰ẌṢひ⎡
⛘慯䓐䡛乌亜摃慹Ⰶˣ㛐㛸ˣ䙖朑峝慹Ⰶ炷⊭㊔乊⭅䞛炸

䫱㛸峐䚠乻⎰䘬ㇳⶍⶍ刢ˤἄᷢᶨẞ㊍㚱㖈ᶶỎ㭼伶ᷥ䘬䚠

㛢刢㛗⑩炻Lunarᶵハᷢῤ⼿ↅ奮㊩㚱䘬⋶ᷥᷳ䈑ˤ

湹刚䙖朑䇰䘬⑰剷Lunar㗗ᶨ⎘㖞⯂侸䓐䘬⤊⋶䚠㛢炻℟⢯᷌
⋫⚃䘦ᶯ⁷䳈ˤ䚠㛢㊍㚱冒幓乮农峐デˣ✂⚢䘬䙖朑ㇳ㝬ˤġ

ㇳ㊯妎䡘⇘朆㭼⮣ⷠ䘬㛸㕁恋ᶨ䝔斜炻德彯ㇳ㝬炻ᶨ㭝Ề

晭䘬Ỉ⣯㓭ḳ乷⎹Ἀ⥼⧱忻㜍ˤ

ῇ㬌㛢Ể炻ぐ⛐ℍㇳ㬌⣏ⶰ乏㏬⼙☐㛸䘬⎴㖞炻ḇᷢ㓗㊩Ⱦ

刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ䘦䀝淇⃧䪍刢㛗㔁做⽫䀝墐堍ヰ┬校

䚖ⷖ≑⿍暨ℛ䇙䘬⬑⫸ ↢Ḯ峉䋖ġˤ

Hasselblad Camera ‒ Lunar signed by Apollo 11 lunar walker Buzz 
Aldrin
• 24.3 Megapixel interchangeable E-mount lens digital camera
• Italian design, Haselblade quality
• Manual focus and Autofocus with focus tracking
• Built-in 3”LCD screen
⑰剷䚠㛢ȹLunarĭġ䓙旧㲊仿11⎟㻓㬍㚰䎫䘬⬯凒␀Buzz AldrinṚ䪼䬦⎵ˤ
Ƹġ2430ᶯ⁷䳈⎗Ḻ㌊E⌉⎋攄⣜㔘䞩䚠㛢
Ƹġシ⣏⇑学孉炻⑰剷⑩峐
Ƹġㇳ≐⮡䃎⍲冒≐⮡䃎惵⢯䃎䁡嶇巒≇傥

Ƹġℭ伖3劙⮠LCD㗦䣢⯷

Reserve: RMB40,000 / US$6,600
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Lot. SA-01

Cindy Chenġ㚦剹ヰ

Cindy Chen is a Sydney based artist who uses drawing 
to translate sound experience into a visual form. She 
recently completed a Master of Fine Arts by research 
at the College of Fine Arts, University of NSW, in 2012.  
Cindy was a finalist in the Blake Prize at the SH Ervin 
Gallery in 2012 and was a finalist for the Tim Olsen 
drawing prize in 2010, 2009 and 2007. She has exhib-
ited in numerous group shows including ‘Snake Snake 
Snake’ at Sydney Town Hall in 2013 and Breathe at Art 
Atrium in 2012. Cindy Chen is represented by Art Atrium 
Gallery, Australia. 

㚦剹ヰ㗗㜍冒㽛⣏⇑Ṃ〱⯤䘬刢㛗⭞ˤ⤡䓐亀䓣㈲⢘枛䘬ỻ樴

侣孹ㆸ奮奱⼊⺷ˤĳıĲĳ⸜炻⤡⍾⼿Ḯ㕘⋿⦩⮼⢓⣏⬎伶㛗⬎昊

䘬䟽⢓⬎ỵˤĳıĲĳ⸜炻⤡ℍ⚜Ḯ〱⯤Ŕŉġ ņųŷŪůġ䓣ⶫ卙刢㛗

⣾䘬⅛崃炻↮⇓⛐ĳııĸˣĳııĺĳıĲı⸜ℍ⚜ḮTim Olsen亀䓣
⣾䘬⅛崃ˤ㚦剹ヰ⍪≈彯⣂㫉俼⯽炻ĳıĲĴ⸜〱⯤ⶪ㓧⌭䘬˪噯

噯噯˫炻ẍ⍲ĳıĲĳ⸜㽛⣏⇑ṂArt Atrium䓣䘬˪␤⏠˫ˤ

㚦剹ヰ䓙㽛⣏⇑ṂłųŵġłŵųŪŶŮ䓣ẋ䎮ˤ

Cindy Chen, Autumn Sunrise with Magpie Calls, 2013
Ink, watercolour and pencil on Wenzhou Paper, 27 x 60 cm

㚦剹ヰĭġ䥳⣑㖍↢ᶶ╄淲ĭġ2013ĭġ习ᶲ㯜⼑摭䪼䓣ĭġ27 x 60 cm

Reserve: US$600



Lot. SA-02 

ġ劫㗻⤵

Fan Xiaoyan was born in Shandong province, in 1983 
and graduated from the Sculpture Department of Central 
Academy of Fine Arts in 2008. Known for her female-
machine hybrid sculptures which have sold extensively 
through auction globally, she stated that “the arrival of 
a new era, a new kind of human being, a new power, 
a new sensation… a surrealistic virtual world in which 
men and women are equal” is what fuels her ongoing 
exploration of biology merging with technology. Mirage 
is a completely new work, part of a special commission 
“Shark Protection Plan” at the Monaco Oceanographic 
Museum in Monte Carlo.

She is represented by Opera Gallery worldwide, and cur-
rently lives and works in Beijing.

劫㗻⤵炻ĲĺĹĴ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥Ⱉ᷄炻ĳııĹ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⣖伶㛗⬎昊

晽⟹䲣ˤ⤡䘬⤛㛢㶟⎰晽⟹⛐ℐ䎫劫⚜ℭ塓⸧㲃㉵⋾侴塓⣏

⭞䅇䞍ˤȾᶨ᷒㕘㖞ẋ䘬⇘㜍炻ᶨ᷒ℐ㕘䘬Ṣ䰣炻ᶨ᷒㕘

䘬≃慷炻ᶨ᷒㕘䘬デ䞍Ƀᶨ᷒崭䍘⭆ᷣᷱ䘬䛇⭆ᶾ䓴ᷕ炻䓟

Ṣ⤛Ṣ悥㗗⸛䫱䘬ȿ㬋㗗征ṃ㽨崟Ḯ⤡ᶵ㕕䘬㍊䳊䓇䈑ᶶ

䥹㈨䘬圵⎰ˤȾ嚫㤤ȿ㗗ᶨ᷒ℐ㕘䘬ἄ⑩炻塓䈡⇓ả␥ᷢỵ

Ḷ呁䈡⌉㳃䘬㐑乛⒍㴟㲳⌂䈑椮䘬˪ᾅ㉌汐氤孉↺˫ˤ

ġ

劫㗻⤵䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ炻䓙ᶾ䓴⎬⛘䘬㫴∏䓣ẋ䎮ˤ

Fan Xiaoyan, Mirage, 2013
Stainless steel, resin, cast iron, LED lights, Edition 4/8,  52 x 24 x 28.5 cm
劫㗻⤵, 嚫㤤ĭġ2013ĭġᶵ撰摊ĭġ㞹傪ĭġ摩ĭġLED䀗ĭġ䇰㔘ġ4/8, 52 x 24 x 28.5 cm

Reserve: US$ 9,800
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Lot. SA-03

Ingrid Calameġ劙㟤ᷥƸ⌉℘

Ingrid Calame, Tracings from the Indianapolis Motor Speedway Ⅲ, 2009
Etching and aquatint on paper, Edition 7/30, 92.7 x 64.8 cm
劙㟤ᷥƸ⌉℘ĭġṶ⌘䫔⬱乛㲊⇑㕗檀忇℔嶗⼿⇘㍷⚦ġ3, 2009
习ᶲ⇣㜧ĭġ䇰㔘7/30ĭġ92.7 x 64.8 cm

Reserve: US$2,200

Ingrid Calame was born in New York in 1965. Through-
out her career, she has generated ideas for paintings 
through a close examination of the world around her, 
using detritus left by people in passing as her source 
material. Taking evidence of human presence in the 
form of stains, graffiti, tire tracks, and more anonymous 
marks on sidewalks, floors, walls, and other surfaces, 
she traces these lines and combines them with the ac-
tual floor plans of places. What results are paintings and 
drawings that look like colorful abstractions but are re-
ally one-to-one scale representations of real things. She 
has created works in places such as the New York Stock 
Exchange, the streets of Las Vegas, the Indianapolis 
Speedway, a planetarium, and a church. She refers to 
this process as a “representation of loss,” – paintings 
that function in part as landscapes or historical refer-
ents to the forgotten, disregarded or unobserved. 

Calame currently lives and works in California. She is 
represented in China and the USA by James Cohan 
Gallery.

劙㟤ᷥƸ⌉℘炻ĲĺķĶ⸜↢䓇Ḷ伶⚥乥乎ˤ⛐℞⇃ἄ䓇㵗ᷕ炻忂

彯⮡幓彡ᶾ䓴䘬⭮↯㡨樴炻彸䓐彯嶗Ṣ䔁ᶳ䘬䠶⯹ἄᷢ㛸㕁

㜍㸸炻⇃ἄ↢ἄ⑩ˤ⤡ℛ㲐Ṣ埴忻ᶲⷠ奩䘬㰉㶵炻ㆾ㗗㱧䛨

㱛Ⱡ䘬㴪淎炻㈹ㆾ㗗忻嶗彡㰥弎弖偶䔁ᶳ䘬⇡弎⌘ˤ⌉℘徥

巒征ṃ昷㛢䘬⌘存炻⸞⮮⬫Ẕᶶ⭆旭⛘䁡䚠乻⎰炻ἧ℞ἄ⑩

䚳崟㜍⁷ᷘ⣂⼑䘬㉥尉䓣炻Ữḳ⭆ᶲ㗗ᶨᶨ⮡⸼⛘⯽䍘↢

Ḯ䛇⭆⬀⛐䘬᷄大ˤ⌉℘⛐乥乎孩⇠Ṍ㖻ˣ㉱㕗亜≈㕗埿

忻ᶲˣ⌘䫔⬱乛㲊⇑㕗䘬崃忻ᶲˣ⣑㔯椮炻䓂军㔁➪悥⇃ἄ

彯ˤ⤡ⷠ⮮冒䘬⇃ἄ彯䦳㭼ἄȾ⮡⣙⍣䘬㺼乶ȿ炻⚈㬌⤡

䘬ἄ⑩⛐㝸䥵シᷱᶲḇㆸᷢḮᶨ㭝⌮⎚炻ㆾ㗗塓忿⾀ᶶ⾥奮

䘬Ⱦ⽖⌮⎚ȿˤ

⌉℘䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ伶⚥≈ⶆ炻䓙James Cohan䓣ẋ䎮ˤ
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Lot. SA-04 

Yun-Fei Ji ⬋ḹ梆

Born and raised in Beijing, and trained in oil painting 
at the Central Academy of Fine Arts, Yun-Fei Ji made 
his artistic name in the 1990s as a painter working in 
Brooklyn, in the United States, showing in a thoroughly 
international context. His practice is rooted in observa-
tion and the passage of time, using classical materials 
such as Chinese ink with watercolor, pencil, woodblock, 
and etching on paper.
His painterly lens switches freely between his two home-
lands, with some works addressing American events 
such as Hurricane Katrina while others look at projects 
and events in China such as the Three Gorges Dam and 
the North-South Aqueduct. Combining personal research 
with fictionalized elements, Yun-Fei Ji’s work is a socio-
environmental document of change and progress, using 
Chinese symbolism to make universal statements. He 
deals with loss and human displacement, often adding 
a mythological dimension to recent happenings.
Yun-Fei Ji has been involved in a number of important 
exhibitions internationally, including the 18th Sydney Bi-
ennale (2012) and the 11th Biennale de Lyon (2011), as 
well as shows at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
and the British Museum, London. He currently lives and 
works in Beijing, and is represented by James Cohan 
Gallery 

⬋ḹ梆䓇攧⛐ᷕ⚥炻侴彯⍣䘬Ḵ⋩⸜⛐伶⚥⹎彯ˤṾ䘬亀䓣

⭆嶝㢵㟡Ḷ⮡䓇㳣䘬奪⮇㖞斜䘬㍐䦣炻Ṿ⮡⣏✳䘬Ṣᷢⶍ

䦳冒䃞䀦⭛⮡㘖忂Ṣ䘬⼙⑵㚱䛨㳻⍂䘬ℜ嵋ˤṾ㚦⛐⊿Ṕ

䘬ᷕ⣖伶㛗⬎昊⬎Ḉ㱡䓣炻Ṷ恋㖞崟炻Ṿ⺨⥳ἧ䓐Ỉ亇ġ 㛸㕁

ἄ䓣炻ẍ⮡ẋ斖桀⍹堐孬孢炻征ṃ㛸㕁⊭㊔ᷕ⚥㯜⡐ˣ㯜

⼑ˣ摭䪼ˣ㛐⇣ˣ习㜧嘨⇣䫱ˤ⬋ḹ梆䘬⇃ἄᷣ桀⊭㊔冒䃞

䀦⭛Ṣ䰣㳩䥣⣙⠫忯炻⸞⛐㖞⍹䓇䘬ḳẞᷕ≈ℍḮᶨ

ṃ䤆宅刚⼑ˤ

㭽᷂⎶炻⬋ḹ梆⛐ĳıᶾ乒Ĺı⸜ẋ㛓䦣⯭伶⚥炻Ṿ⛐伶⚥ⶫ氩

㜿⋢⚈℞刢㛗⇃ἄ侴⺨⥳⛐刢㛗䓴ᷕ⎵⢘淲崟炻Ṷ㬌䘣ᶲ

⚥旭准⎘ˤṾ䘬亀䓣奮慶⛐ᷕ伶ᷳ斜冒䓙↯㌊炻ᶨṃἄ⑩⯽

䍘伶⚥䘬⣏ḳẞ炻宠⤪⌉䈡慴⧄桻桶炻⎎ᶨṃ⇁ℛ㲐ᷕ⚥䘬

ᶱⲉ⣏✅⋿㯜⊿宫ⶍ䦳ˤṾ䘬ἄ⑩㈲᷒Ṣ䞼䨞ᶶ嘂㜬⃫䳈

䚠乻⎰炻䓐ᷕ⚥䘬尉⼩ᷣᷱ㜍㍷亀ᶾ䓴炻⍵㗈Ḯ䣦Ể䍗⠫䘬

⎀⊾徃㬍ˤ

⬋ḹ梆㚦⍪ᶶḮᶨṃ慵天䘬⚥旭⯽奰炻⊭㊔䫔ĲĹ⯲〱⯤⍴⸜

⯽炷ĳıĲĳ⸜炸䫔ĲĲ⯲慴㖪⍴⸜⯽炷ĳıĲĲ⸜炸炻ẍ⍲⛐乥乎䍘

ẋ刢㛗⌂䈑椮炻⛐Ỏ㔎⣏劙⌂䈑椮䘬⯽奰ˤ⬋ḹ梆炻䍘䓇㳣

ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ炻䓙James Cohan䓣ẋ䎮ˤ

Yun-Fei Ji, Study for Water Rising # 6, 2006
Pencil And Water color on paper, 21 x 28.3 cm
⬋ḹ梆, 㳒㯜Ḉἄ6, 2006ĭġ摭䪼㯜⼑学刚习㛔ĭ 21 x 28.3 cm

Reserve:  US$2,500
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Lot. SA-05 

Jin Nv 慹搽

Jin Nv was born in Hebei province, 1984. She graduated 
from the Central Academy of Fine Arts with a major in 
Sculpture. As part of the ‘post 80’ generation, she has 
grown up an only child, and reflects on the distance be-
tween the self as a young girl and as a young woman, 
given two decades of tumultuous change. Jin Nv cur-
rently lives and works in Beijing. She comments, ““I want 
a world that is transparent, where people’s hearts can 
be understood at a glance.” Her paper sculpture series 
carries this sentiment in both ideal and material – a 
young woman, her form fragile and weightless, appears 
like a scrapbook keepsake. Her collection of multiple 
transparent dress sculptures are part of the permanent 
collection of White Rabbit Gallery, Sydney.

She has exhibited extensively within China already, in-
cluding shows in the Central Academy of Fine Arts and 
Beijing Tokyo Art Projects, Beijing, Zendai MoMA, Shang-
hai and the He Xiangning Art Museum, Shenzhen. She is 
represented by Star Gallery in Beijing, and S.E. Gallery in 
Norway, She currently lives and works in Beijing.

慹搽炻ĲĺĹĵ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥㱛⊿䦎䘯ⱃˤ㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⣖伶㛗⬎昊

晽⟹䲣炻ἄᷢĹı⎶䘬䊔䓇⤛炻⤡ᶨ䚜⛐⿅侫冒ἄᷢᶨ᷒⤛

⬑⤛Ṣ䘬嶅䥣炻⸞⛐㋋ㇶᷕ嚽⎀ˤ⤡宜Ⱦㆹ゛天䘬㗗ᶨ᷒

德㖶䘬ᶾ䓴炻⛐恋慴ṢẔ䘬⽫䀝⎗ẍᶨ䚖Ḯ䃞ȿˤ⤡䘬习晽

ἄ⑩䲣↿⛐゛㱽㛸㕁ᶲ悥⃭↮⯽䍘Ḯἄᷢᶨ᷒⸜弣䘬⤛Ṣ

傮⻙㖈䎮炻Ụ᷶⁷㗗ᶨ᷒−峜䯧乒⾝⑩ˤ⤡䘬乙ἄ⑩Ⱦ嚽Į

⬑⫸悥⍣⒒Ḯȿ塓〱⯤䘥伶㛗椮㓞啷ˤ

⤡䘬ἄ⑩乷⛐⚥ℭ塓⸧㲃⯽↢炻⊭㊔ᷕ⣖伶昊ˣ⊿Ṕ᷄Ṕ

刢㛗ⶍ䦳ˣᶲ㴟孩⣏䍘ẋ刢㛗椮㶙⛛ỽ楁ↅ伶㛗椮ˤ⤡䓙

⊿Ṕ㗇䨢斜㋒⦩S.E.䓣ẋ䎮ˤ慹搽䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕġˤ

Jin Nv, Fog , 2013
Relief work on paper, Edition 2/10, 40 x 50 cm
慹搽, 暦ĭġ2013ĭġ习ᶲ㴖晽ĭġ䇰㔘2/10, 40 x 50 cm

Reserve: US$ 4,000



Lot. SA-06-09 

Josh Robenstone 

Josh Robenstone is a Melbourne based photographic 
artist and photo journalist, working with various national 
and international newspapers and magazines, includ-
ing the Australian Financial Review, The Age and The 
Sydney Morning Herald. His credits include awards at 
the Nikon Summer Salon, The Linden Postcard Show, a 
finalist and semi-finalist at the Moran Photographic Prize 
as well as a finalist in the Head-On Portrait Prize. He 
pays particular attention to people’s relationship to each 
other, particularly in light of tension or negotiation, and 
their relationship to their environment. 

Josh was also one of the first artist fellows to partici-
pate in the 2013 Arts Can Do summer school in Xu-
cun, working independently to lead children of migrant 
workers throughout the region to understand and grasp 
photography, through to a collaborative photo narrative 
of their village. The two photo works included here are 
part of a larger documentary project completed while 
in Shanxi this summer, to be published later in the year 
in Australia. He currently lives and works in Melbourne, 
Australia.

Josh Robenstone炻㗗㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⡐⮼㛔䘬ᶨ⎵㏬⼙刢㛗⭞㏬
⼙存侭ˤṾᷢế⣂⚥ℭ⚥旭䘬㉍习㛪⽿ⶍἄ炻⊭㊔㽛⣏⇑Ṃ

慹圵孬孢ˣ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ㖞ẋ㉍〱⯤⃰標㘐㉍ˤṾ⛐⯤⢷⬋㱁

潁㜿偗㖶ᾉ䇯⯽ᷕ卟⼿彯⣾校炻ℍ⚜彯ŎŰųŢůẋ㏬⼙⣾䘬

ᶨ㫉⅛崃ᶨ㫉⋲⅛崃炻ℍ⚜彯ᶨ㫉Head-On倾⁷⣾䘬⅛崃ˤ
Ṿ倂䃎ḶṢẔ䚠Ḻᷳ斜䘬ℛ䲣炻䈡⇓㗗䳏⻈ᶵ⬱宰⇌⋷⓮

㖞炻ẍ⍲ṾẔᶶ䍗⠫䘬ℛ䲣ˤ

Joshḇ㗗㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ể椾㈡⍪≈ĳıĲĴ⸜Ⱦ刢
㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ孠㛹⢷⬋刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫䘬樣⛘刢㛗⭞ᷳ

ᶨˤṾ䊔䩳ⷎ栮⛘䘬䔁⬰⃧䪍Ẕ⬎Ḉ㌴㎉㉵㏬䘬㈨ⶏ炻

忂彯普ỻ䄏䇯ᷳ㕭䘬㕡⺷ṶṾẔ䘬奺⹎㉵㏬存冒䘬㛹

⸬䓇㳣ˤ征᷌⻈䄏䇯㗗Ṳ⸜⢷⣑⛐Ⱉ大孠㛹⬴ㆸ䘬⣏✳存

䇯䘬ᶨ悐↮炻Ṳ⸜⮮Ể⛐㽛⣏⇑Ṃ↢䇰⍹埴ˤJosh䍘䓇㳣
ⶍἄḶ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⡐⮼㛔ˤ

Josh Robenstone, Xucun Series, 2013
Giclee Print, Edition of 6, 50 X 70 cm
Josh Robenstoneĭġ孠㛹䲣↿ĭġ2013ĭġ刢㛗⽖╟ĭġ䇰㔘6, 50 X 70 cm

Reserve: US$400 Each
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Lot. SA-06

Lot. SA-07

Lot. SA-08

Lot. SA-09



Lot. SA-10

Li Mingzhu 㛶㖶撠

Li Ming Zhu was born in Tianjin, China, in 1973. He 
graduated from the China Academy of Fine Arts Oil 
Painting Department in 1996. He looks particularly at 
the disconnect between traditional Chinese ideals and 
cultural practices, and the present day. He asks, how 
was this distance created, and how are these ideas 
processed today? His ceramic series borrows from the 
Ming dynasty Cloisonné tradition of production, with 
painstaking attention to detail. He refigures production 
through the quotidian fixtures of modern Chinese life – 
purified water dispensers, closed circuit camera devices, 
and kitchen items reconfigured.

Li Mingzhu has exhibited extensively in Europe, as well 
at the National Gallery of China in Beijing, where he 
currently lives and works. 

㛶㖶撠炻ĲĺĸĴ⸜↢䓇Ḷ⣑㳍炻Ĳĺĺķ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⚥伶㛗⬎昊㱡䓣

䲣ˤṾ䚳ᶲ⍣⁷㗗⢬⛐䍘Ṳᶶᷕ⚥Ỉ亇奪⾝㔯⊾Ḉ㕕⯪

⢬ˤṾ斖炻征᷒嶅䥣㗗⾶ᷰṏ䓇䘬炻䍘⤪Ṳ宍⾶ᷰ⢬䎮烎Ṿ

䘬昞䒟䲣↿ῇ䓐Ỉ亇㖶ẋ㘗㲘咅䘬ⶍ刢䱦⋶炻≈ẍ㕘䘬㕡

㱽桶㟤䓐⛐Ḯᷕ⚥䍘ẋ䓇㳣㖍ⷠ学⢯ᷕ炻⤪椖㯜㛢炻斕嶗

㏬⁷学⢯炻ẍ⍲⍐䓐⑩惵伖ˤ

㛶㖶撠䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ炻Ṿ䘬ἄ⑩乷⛐㫏㳚⸧㲃塓⯽

↢炻ḇ⛐ᷕ⚥⚥⭞伶㛗椮⯽↢ˤ

29

Li Mingzhu, Water Cooler, 2007
Ceramic, Edition of 6, 32 x 25 x 41 cm

㛶㖶撠, 㯜㠞,ġ2007ĭġ昞䒟ĭġ䇰㔘6, 32 x 25 x 41 cm

Reserve: US$9,800

Lot. SA-10



Lot. SA-11-12

Ling Jian ⅴ

Ling Jian was born in Shandong province, 1963. His 
work is instantly recognizable – youthful beauties with 
impossibly porcelain skin, dewey lips and doe eyes 
touched by a hint of tragedy. These women are hyper 
real hybrids – processed through a more than 20 year 
period spent between China and Europe. They reflect 
the evolution of the human race, as they are symbols 
of a particular era and environment and the manifes-
tation of myriad personalities and lifestyles. Ling Jian 
comments, “The cold skin of the women in my paint-
ings symbolizes a high degree of spiritual indifference 
and melancholy that come about when ideals have 
vanished,” Critic Peter Frank wrote of Ling Jian’s por-
traits, “[he] produces such unseemly, coarsely pandering 
images not in order to sell or seduce, but to provoke 
disquietude, to deconstruct the modern process of se-
duction through imagery.”
Ling Jian has had solo shows in Beijing, Los Angeles, 
Hong Kong, Brussels, Berlin and Hamburg. In 2010 his 

twin-solo exhibition opened in two locations in Beijing – 
the Ullens Centre for Contemporary Art, and the Today 
Art Museum. He is represented by Shoeni Art Gallery, 
Hong Kong, and currently lives and works in Beijing.
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Ling Jian, Rose Thinks of Rose, 2009
Oil on canvas, 180 x150 cm
ⅴ, 䍓䐘⿅⾝䍓䐘ĭġ2009ĭġ㱡䓣ĭġ180 x 150 cm

Reserve: US$98,000

Ling Jian, Peony Sister, 2011
Digital Print, 70 x 58 cm
ⅴ, 䈉ᷡ旧⥡ĭġ2011ĭġ㔘䞩ㇻ⌘ĭ 70 x 58 cm

Reserve: US$4,000

Lot. SA-11 Lot. SA-12
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Lot. SA-13-14

Lisa Roet 

31

Lisa Roet, Golden Ape, 2011
24 K gold, Polyurethane, Black Opal， Edition 3， 32 x 22 cm

Lisa Roet,ġ慹䋧ĭġ2011ĭġ湬慹ĭġ倂㯐愗ĭġ湹䞛ĭġ䇰㔘3, 32 x 22 cm

Reserve: US$6,400

Lisa Roet, Primate Finger ‒ Pinky, 2012
Bronze ，145 x 60 x 45 cm 

Lisa Roet,ġ䀝攧䚖≐䈑ㇳ㊯Į⮷ㇳ㊯ĭġ2012ĭġ曺撄ĭġ145 x 60 x 45 cm

Reserve: US$30,000

Lisa Roet graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts from 
RMIT University in 1987. For the past 20 years, Lisa Roet 
has been working with the subject of Primates within 
her visual art practice. She has used the image of the 
ape/monkey as a vehicle from which to examine en-
vironmental issues, genetic discoveries, changing ideas 
of morality and religion. Her work floats between art 
and science and research has formed the basis for the 
continued interpretation of her subject. 

Lisa Roet炻ĲĺĹĸ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ䘯⭞⡐⮼㛔䎮ⶍ⣏⬎伶㛗
䲣ˤ⛐彯⍣䘬ĳı⸜慴炻Lisa Roetᶨ䚜⛐䞼䨞䀝攧䰣≐䈑䘬ᷣ
桀ĭ徃埴℞奮奱刢㛗䘬⭆嶝ˤ⤡㚦乷⮮䋧İ䋜䘬⼊尉ἄᷢᶨ䥵ⶍ

℟炻Ṷ侴㡨樴䍗⠫斖桀ˣ忿Ỉ⍹䍘ˣᶵ 㓡⎀䘬忻⽟ᶶ⬿㔁

奪ˤ⤡䘬ἄ⑩⛐刢㛗ˣ䥹⬎ᶶ䞼䨞ᷳ斜㏯㏮炻ᷢ徃ᶨ㬍妋慲

℞䞼䨞⮡尉ㇻᶳḮ➢䟨ˤ

Lot. SA-13 Lot. SA-14



Lot. SA-15-17 

Leela Schauble ᷥ㉱

32

Born in Melbourne in 1989, Leela Schauble is an artist 
who explores the esoteric nature of the human psyche 
and human interactions. The works in Uncertain refer-
ence the artist’s personal life and predicaments to por-
tray the ambiguity of our communications and relation-
ships to one another.
For Leela, “What it really boils down to is ‘what is hu-
man worth?’ To be human has so little to do with our 
structural design or genetic programming. Instead, it is 
what we do and how we do it; how people act and how 
they communicate their actions to others. To be human 
is to be able to choose to act ambiguously.”
Leela most recently exhibited Synthetic Species in “Lo-
cal Futures: The Culture China Young Overseas Chinese 
Invitational Exhibition“ at the He Xiang Ning Museum, 
Shenzhen, a critically acclaimed exhibition of work from 
the Chinese diaspora, curated by renowned curator 
Feng Boyi.
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 ᶨ᷒Ṣ炻⯙⼿℟⢯徱㊑㧉䱲埴ᷢ䘬傥≃ˤ
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㛒㜍˫⯽奰炻㬌㫉⯽奰䓙ᷕ⚥叿⎵䫾⯽Ṣ⅗⌂ᶨ⃰䓇䫾⯽炻
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Leela Schauble, Synthetic Species No.1, 2013
Photography on Metallic Paper, Edition 3/8 + AP, 70 x 70 cm 
ᷥ㉱, ⎰ㆸ䈑䥵ġNo.1, 2013, 
慹Ⰶ㠋㟰习ㇻ⌘ĭġ䇰㔘3/8ġĬġ刢㛗⭞冒䔁䇰ĭġ70 x 70 cm 
Reserve: US$1,200

Reserve: US$1,200

Reserve: US$1,200

Leela Schauble, Synthetic Species No.3, 2013
Photography on Metallic Paper, Edition 3/8 + AP, 70 x 70 cm 
ᷥ㉱, ⎰ㆸ䈑䥵 No.3, 2013, 
慹Ⰶ㠋㟰习ㇻ⌘ĭġ䇰㔘3/8 Ĭġ刢㛗⭞冒䔁䇰ĭġ70 x 70 cm 

Leela Schauble, Synthetic Species No.5, 2013
Photography on Metallic Paper, Edition 3/8 + AP, 70 x 70 cm 
ᷥ㉱, ⎰ㆸ䈑䥵 No.5, 2013, 
慹Ⰶ㠋㟰习ㇻ⌘ĭġ䇰㔘3/8ġĬġ刢㛗⭞冒䔁䇰ĭġ70 x 70 cm 

Lot. SA-15

Lot. SA-16

Lot. SA-17



Lot. SA-18

Luke Sciberras

Luke Sciberras  was born in 1975 in Sydney, and gradu-
ated in 1997 from the Australia National Art School with 
a bachelor in Fine Art (Painting).  Leading Australian 
critic John McDonald stated “Luke is one of the sig-
nificant emerging landscape artists of his generation”, 
following a twin exhibition with John Olsen in Sydney, 
who is widely considered Australia’s top landscape art-
ist. Luke says of his own work and process, “A sense of 
place, a feeling that can only really be understood and 
then expressed by spending extended periods of time 
walking, sitting, painting, resting and keenly studying 
every nuance of every scene I encounter. To internalise, 
to empathetically draw…
I realise now that I’m often painting a portrait of some-
one’s home, their place or telling a story of and through 
a place woven with my own, often new experience.” 
Dark Interior was created during his residency in Xucun, 
Shanxi in summer 2013.
Luke was also one of the first artist fellows to partici-
pate in the 2013 Arts Can Do summer school in Xucun, 
working with Sophie Cape to teach sketching, drawing, 
painting, portraiture and brush work to children of mi-
grants throughout the region. He has had close to thirty 
solo exhibitions in Australia since 1999, and is held 
in numerous private, public and corporate collections 
worldwide. Luke is represented by the Tim Olsen Gal-

lery in Sydney. He currently lives and works in Hill End, 
NSW Australia. 

Luke Sciberras炻ĲĺĸĶ⸜↢䓇Ḷ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ〱⯤炻Ĳĺĺĸ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ
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Luke Sciberras, Dark Interior, 2013
Oil and gouache on board, 60 x 45 cm

Luke Sciberras, 湹刚䨢斜ĭġ2013ĭġ㱡⡐ĭġ㯜䰱桄㕁ĭġ习㜧ĭġ60 x 45 cm

Reserve: US$8,000
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Lot. SA-19

Maria Fernanda Cardoso

34

Maria Fernanda Cardoso
IT’S NOT SIZE THAT MATTERS, IT IS SHAPE: Electromicroscopic scan of the intromittent organ of the Allabunus distincta (Harvestman) Opiliones
2009, Archival pigment print on 300gr cotton rag, mounted in tin box, Edition of 10 + 2 AP, 31 x 24 x 4 cm 
Maria Fernanda Cardoso, ⬫㱉㚱⣏⮷ĭġ慵天䘬㗗⼊䉞ĭġ2009ĭġ⌘擉䙺ᶶ300ġ㡱剙刚䳈ㇻ⌘ĭġ䇰㔘10 + 2 AP, 31 x 24 x 4 cm  

Reserve: US$1,000 

Maria Fernanda Cardoso is a Columbian-Australian artist 
with a deep interest in the crossover of art and science. 
In 2003 she had a major solo show “Zoomorphia” at 
Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art, and a mid-career 
survey at BLLA, the leading contemporary art museum 
in Bogota, Colombia. In 2000, New York’s MoMA com-
missioned a major installation for their millennium show, 
‘Modern Starts’, which subsequently toured the country. 
In 2003 she represented Colombia at the Venice Bien-
nale.  Her piece Cardoso Flea Circus (1997) recreated 
the actual 19th century curiosity and is now part of the 
permanent collection of the Tate Modern, London. While 
researching fleas Cardoso uncovered a quote about flea 
penises that led her to investigate a broad range of 
animal and insect genitalia. This specific quote was the 
catalyst for her PhD research project “The Museum of 
Copulatory Organs” at Sydney College of The Arts and 
culminated in her 2011 solo exhibition at Melbourne’s 
Arc One gallery “It’s not size that matters, it is shape”.

Her work is also held in the collections of the Museum 
of Contemporary Art, Sydney, the National Gallery of 
Art, Canberra and the San Francisco Museum of Mod-
ern Art. In her 27 year career, she participated in 40 
solo exhibitions and 130 group exhibitions in over 26 
countries. 
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Lot. SA-20

Movana Chenġ旰ᷥḹ

Movana Chen, Falling Up, 2009
Knitted Shredded book mounted on canvas, 185 x 23 x 4 cm
旰ᷥḹ, 塭㈖ĭġ2009ĭġ交⎰⨺㛸Ļġⶫ朊搰乯ㇳ㐽Ḏĭġ185 x 23 x 4 cm 

Reserve:  US$5,000  

Movana Chen is a Hong Kong-based artist. She studied 
fashion design at the London college of Fashion and re-
ceived a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology University in Hong Kong. Movana 
started her knitting projects in 2004 by making “maga-
zine clothes”, her work is a multi-disciplinary fusion 
of media transformation, fashion, performance installa-
tion and sculpture which has been presented in diverse 
exhibitions, art festivals and events globally. In 2007, 
she was invited as a guest artist representing Hong 
Kong to exhibit at the Seoul Fringe Festival. Her recent 
projects include group exhibited at the MoA Museum 
of Art Seoul National University, Espace Louis Vuitton 
Singapore and Hong Kong, the Gyeonggi MoMA Korea 
and MoCA Shanghai Museum. As well as solo shows at 
Chinart LaGalerie (Paris), Shin Hwa Gallery (Hong Kong) 
and Pékin Fine Arts (Beijing). Recently, she was selected 
one of 30 finalists for the 2012 & 2011 Sovereign Asian 
Art Prize. Her works were collected by Hong Kong Heri-

tage Museum, Louis Vuitton, Chinart LaGalerie (Paris), 
Galerie Helene Lamarque (Miami) and private collectors. 
Her solo show continues presently at ArtisTree in Hong 
Kong, where she currently lives and works. 
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Pei Pei He, Citified No. 5, 2013
Oil on canvas, 80 x 120 cm 
ỽἑἑ, 悥ⶪĩἄ⑩5⎟Īĭġ2013ĭġⶫ朊㱡䓣ĭġ80 x 120 cm

Reserve: US$3,500

Lot. SA-21

Pei Pei He ỽἑἑ

Born in Shanghai, Pei Pei was forced to leave the city 
for the Jiangxi countryside for reeducation at the age 
of 16. Her early art training started at the end of the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution in the late 1970s when she 
was able to take up an opportunity to study visual art in 
China. Arriving in Australia in 1987, Pei Pei returned to 
her art education in 2005, graduating with a Bachelor of 
Fine ¬¬Art (Honours) from Victoria College of the Arts, 
the University of Melbourne in 2010.

Pei Pei is fascinated by the rhythm and movement of 
city life and the spirituality of human beings in the 
crowded urban space. Her unique painting style is a 
blend of Eastern and Western elements, the calligraphic 
brushstrokes bringing a sense of quietude to mind while 
channeling a unique momentum. 

Pei Pei has been involved with an array of prestigious 
art prizes and exhibitions including: the Sulman Prize 
2013, John Lesley Prize 2012, Dobell Prize 2011, Arthur 
Guy Memorial Painting Prize 2011 and the Wynne Prize 
2009. She also received the People’s Choice Prize in 
the Sunshine Coast Art Prize in 2011. Pei Pei’s works 
have been collected and displayed in private and public 
spaces, including the City of Melbourne and Art Bank. 

Pei Pei is represented by Nellie Castan Gallery in Mel-
bourne, where she currently lives and works..

ỽἑἑ䓇Ḷᷕ⚥ᶲ㴟炻⛐㔯⊾⣏朑␥㛇斜炻⤡⤪⎴ㆸ⋫ᶲᶯ

䘬ᶳḉ䞍曺炻塓復⼨㰇大⅄㛹㍺旇≉⅄ˤ乗㛜⅄㮹ẍ⍲⣏冒

䃞䘬伶Ⓦ崟Ḯἑἑ⮡刢㛗䘬䂕䇙ᶶ徥㯪炻⛐⅄㛹䘬恋ṃ⸜

慴炻⤡ẍ⋽乗デ⿏䘬亀䓣宕妨存ġ ᶳ孠孠⣂⣂䘬䓇㳣䳈㛸ˤ

㔯朑乻㜇⎶ἑἑ徃ℍ㰇大崋⋿ⶰ劫⬎昊刢㛗䲣⬎Ḉ炻ĲĺĹĸ⸜

䦣⯭㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⡐⮼㛔炻ĳııĶ⸜慵⚆刢㛗⬎昊⬎Ḉ炻ĳıĲı⸜㭽᷂

Ḷ⡐⮼㛔⣏⬎亜⣂⇑Ṃ刢㛗⬎昊ˤ

᷄大㕡㔯⊾䘬䡘㑆ẍ⍲㖞䨢䘬ⶐ⣏嶐⹎ᷢἑἑ㍸ὃḮℐ㕘䘬

刢㛗奮慶ᶶ㍊䳊䨢斜炻⤡徟⿳Ḷ㖍ⷠ䓇㳣䘬枝⼳ᶶ刪⣷炻⸞

⮣㈦⤡䘬亀䓣宕妨㜍妋宣ẋ悥ⶪ㘗尉ᶶṢ㔯䱦䤆ˤ恋ṃẍ

㖈㔘䁡ᶶ乧乬ㆸ䘬⣏ⷭ湹䘥㱡䓣ᷕ炻ㆹẔ䚳⇘䘬㗗Ṣᶶ㘗Ṍ

乯䧈⭮䘬℔ℙ䨢斜侴ㆹẔデ⍿⇘䘬㗗ṢᶶṢᷳ斜䘬⅟㻈ᶶ⬌

䊔ˤġ

征ṃ⸜慴ἑἑ䘬ἄ⑩ẍ⤡䊔䈡䘬朊尴⍪ᶶḮế⣂䘬伶㛗㳣

≐炻⊭㊔⛐㽛⣏⇑Ṃẍ⍲㴟⢾䘬᷒⯽炻俼⯽ẍ⍲ᶨṃ慵天䘬

伶㛗⣏⣾崃炻⸞⛐ĳıĲĲ⸜䘬旛㴟Ⱡ刢㛗⣏⣾崃ᶲ卟⼿Ḯ⣏

ế㈽䤐⣾ˤἑἑ䘬孠⣂ἄ⑩塓䥩Ṣ⍲⚥䩳㛢㜬㓞啷炻⊭㊔⡐

⮼㛔ⶪ㓧⌭炻㽛⣏⇑Ṃ刢㛗撞埴炻⬎昊ẍ⍲惺⸿⭦椮ˤἑἑ

䘬ἄ⑩䓙㽛⣏⇑ṂNellie Castan䓣ẋ䎮炻ġ䍘ⶍἄ䓇㳣Ḷ㽛
⣏⇑Ṃˤ
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Lot. SA-22

Pu Jie 㴎㌟

Pu Jie, was born in Shanghai, 1959. He graduated from 
the Fine Arts College of Shanghai University. Pu Jie’s 
visual language substitutes any formulaic reasoning, 
speaking through an emotionally laden spectrum of co-
lours and ideologies. His signature series of paintings 
overlay two images, highlighting coinciding focal points 
like double-exposed imagery. By overlaying a classic im-
age of 1930s Shanghai women, with a young pig-tailed 
red guard, he explores the changing roles and expecta-
tions of men and women in Chinese history. Art writer 
Sine Bepler wrote, “avoiding trappings of both nostalgia 
and amnesia, he references instead life in the rapidly 
expanding urban metropolis and its oscillating imageries 
of eroticism, political propaganda and ancient myths. 
What remains is a visual structure that represents mo-
ments of fragility and vulnerability as well as excessive 
sensuality and craving”

Recent solo exhibitions include “Memory and Witness” 
at Tamada Projects, Tokyo, Japan (2009) and “Look 
Ahead, Look Back” at the Today Art Museum, Beijing, 
(2009). He has also exhibited in The Museum of Fine 
Arts, Houston, USA (2007); the Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern, 

Switzerland (2005); Finance Building, London, UK (2003), 
and The Museum für Hamburgische Geschichte, Ham-
burg (2003). Pu Jie is represented by Shanghart Gallery, 
Shanghai, where he currently lives and works.

㴎㌟炻ĲĺĶĺ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥ᶲ㴟炻㭽᷂Ḷᶲ㴟⣏⬎伶㛗⬎昊ˤ

⛐㴎㌟䘬刢㛗⇃ἄᷕ炻奮奱宕妨㚧ẋḮ㍐䎮℔⺷炻⻢䁰䘬刚

⼑ˣ愺䚖䘬⚦⼊ᶶ➢䟨䘬㞯⽿炻⏓ねデᶶシ孮⼊⾩ˤᶶế

ᶵ⎴䘬㗗℞ἄ⑩㗗᷌᷒德奮䃎䁡慵⎰炻⍴慵⚦⁷慵⎈䘬奪⾝

⊾刢㛗ἄ⑩ˤṾ慵⎈ᶲ㴟⤯⤛ĳıᶾ乒Ĵı⸜ẋ䘬Ỉ亇⼊尉ᶶㇶ

樔⯦当䘬⸜弣乊⌓ℝ炻㜍侫⮇ᷕ⚥⌮⎚ᷕ䘬䓟⿏⤛⿏ᶵ㕕

⎀⊾䘬ἄ䓐㛇㛃ˤġ

刢㛗孬孢⭞Sine Bepler宜ĻȾṾ性星ℍ⾨㖏デㆾ存⽮仢⣙䘬
⿅゛侴㍸↢⛐彭忇⍹⯽䘬⣏悥ⶪᷕ䓇㳣䘬䍘尉炻㉀儦䛨刚ね

䘬ˣ㓧㱣⭋Ỉ䘬ᶶ⎌ẋ䤆宅䘬⼊尉ˤ往忿䔁䘬㗗ᶨ᷒奮奱乻㜬

ẋ堐傮⻙⿏ᶶ㝼⻙⿏ˣ⸞椙⏓⿏デᶶ従↯㷜㛃䘬㖞⇣ȿˤ

㴎㌟㚦ᷦ≆彯⣂㫉᷒⯽炻⊭㊔˪存⽮ᶶ奩孩˫炻㖍㛔᷄Ṕ䍘

ẋ伶㛗椮炷ĳııĺ炸烊˪⎹⇵䚳炻⎹⎶䚳˫炻⊿ṔṲ㖍伶㛗椮

炷ĳııĺ炸ˤ⍪≈䘬佌⯽㚱烉ĳııĸ⸜伶⚥ẹ㕗栧伶㛗椮ˣĳııĶ⸜

䐆⢓ỗ⮼⯤伶㛗椮ˣĳııĴ⸜劙⚥Ỏ㔎慹圵⣏⍎ˣĳııĴ⸜⽟⚥㯱

⟉⌮⎚⌂䈑椮ˤ

㴎㌟炻䓙ᶲ㴟楁㟤乛䓣ẋ䎮炻䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶᶲ㴟ˤ

Pu Jie, One person, 2010
Water color on paper, 79 x 109 cm 
㴎㌟, ᶨ᷒Ṣĭġ2010ĭġ㯜⼑䓣ĭġ79 x 109 cm

Reserve: US$8,000



Lot. SA-23

Qu Yan 㷈ⱑ
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Qu Yan, Network Map of Acupoints and Energy Vessels of a Flunkey, 2012
Paper engraving， Edition 4/30, 45 x 75cm 
㷈ⱑĭġ⤜ㇵ䨜ỵ⚦ĭġĳıĲĳĭġ习朊䇰䓣ĭġ䇰㔘ĵİĴıĭġĵĶġŹġĸĶŤŮ

Reserve: US$500 

Qu Yan, born in Jiangsu, 1955. He graduated from 
Shanxi University in 1985 with a major in Oil Painting. 
His practice has explored biological and phrenological 
classifications of the body for years, and the relation-
ship between our physical selves, who we project, and 
what we internalize. In 1992, he took up a position with 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague, lecturing on Asian 
Art, and is presently an Art Department professor at 
Shanxi University. 

Qu Yan has been a key figure in the establishment of 
the Arts Can Do centre in Xucun, owing to tireless ef-
forts reviving the village through his own practice, and 
initiating a bi-annual international art festival there. He 
currently lives and works in Beijing.

㷈ⱑ炻ĲĺĶĶ⸜↢䓇Ḷ㰇剷⼸ⶆˤĲĺĹĶ⸜㭽᷂ḶⰙ大⣏⬎刢㛗䲣

㱡䓣ᶻ᷂ˤṾ䞼䨞彯⣂⸜Ṣỻ䓇䈑⬎橐䚠⬎䘬↮䰣炻ẍ⍲

ᶶㆹẔ冒幓幓ỻ䘬ℛ䲣ġ ˤĲĺĺĳ⸜崜㫏㳚⬎Ḉⶍἄ炻ả㌟ⶫ

㉱㟤伶㛗⬎昊㔁㌰炻孚㌰᷄㕡刢㛗ˤ䚖⇵⛐Ⱉ大⣏⬎刢㛗䲣

ả俴ġˤ

㷈ⱑ㗗Ṳ⸜⢷⣑Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ孠㛹刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫

ㆸ≇⺢䩳䘬ℛ擖⿏Ṣ䈑ˤᷢḮ⭆嶝刢㛗⢵ℜḉ㛹孉↺炻Ṿ 

↢Ḯᶵㅰ䘬≒≃炻⸞⍹崟Ḯ᷌⸜ᶨ㫉䘬ḉ㛹⚥旭刢㛗刪ˤ㷈

ⱑ炻䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕˤ



Lot. SA-24-25

Shi Jinsong ⎚慹㶆

“They belong to the shades of gray of my youth…”
Shi Jinsong’s Shades of Gray was a collaborative perfor-
mance and installation, exhibited during Art Basel Hong 
Kong in 2013, commissioned by Fine Arts Literature Art 
Center the New Space Gallery.
Shi Jinsong commissioned his 60 sculpture students 
in Wuhan to conceptualise their lives in the city – the 
particles and matter on which it is carried – the dust 
– and the colour which represents it. ‘Dust’ of various 
forms was collected, prepared and mixed to form an 
elemental paint representative of Wuhan itself. This was 
then applied in self portraits to “dressing mirrors” – a 
nostalgic object from Shi Jinsong’s childhood, which he 
recalls vividly as a fixture when locked at home.  The 
result displayed in entirety was more than just evidence 
of ‘the artist’s hand’ at work or even multiple artists, but 
documents process, material, manipulation and creation.

ȾṾẔⰆḶㆹ⸜弣㖞㛇䘬䀘刚Ƀȿ

⎚慹㶆䘬Ⱦ䀘⹎ȹ㬎㯱䀘ȿ㗗ᶨ᷒普ỻ埴ᷢ刢㛗塭伖ἄ

⑩ˤĳıĲĴ⸜炻ẋ堐㬎㯱伶㛗㔯䋖刢㛗ᷕ⽫㕘䨢斜䓣⍪≈Ḯ

楁㷗⠆⮼⚥旭刢㛗⌂奰Ểˤ

⎚慹㶆孑Ṿ䘬ķıἁỵ㷾⊿伶㛗⬎昊晽⟹䲣䘬⬎䓇⍣⿅侫ṾẔ⛐

征᷒❶ⶪᷕ䘬䓇㳣炻忂彯⎬䥵徼⼬炻冒䓙㓞普ẍ⎬䥵⼊⺷⬀⛐

䘬ṾẔ孌ᷢ傥ẋ堐㬎㯱䘬䀘⯀炻⮮㯯普䘬䀘⯀宫ㆸᶨ䥵⎓Ⱦ

㬎㯱䀘ȿ䘬㱡䓣桄㕁炻⸞ᶼ䓐征䥵桄㕁⛐㡛⤮攄ᶲ⊦䓣冒ˤ

⎚慹㶆⚆⽮宜Ṿ⮷㖞῁塓撩⛐⭞慴㖞⯙Ể䨧堋攄慴䘬冒

䍑ˤ㔜ỻ⯽䍘↢䘬乻㝄⸞ᶵṭṭ⎒㗗孩㖶征㗗ᶨ᷒ㆾ⣂᷒刢㛗

⭞䘬ἄ⑩炻㚜⣂䘬㗗⇞ἄ䘬彯䦳ˣ㛸㕁⇃ἄㇳ㱽ˤ

Shi Jinsong was born in Hubei Province, 1969. After 
graduating from the Hubei Institute of Fine Arts in 1994, 
he went on to work in the Hubei Academy of Fine Arts. 

His Na Zha sculpture series considered adaptations for 
a changing society – focusing on the wicked infant 
god of mischief and trickery, interpreted through switch-
bladed baby strollers and razor sharp wit. This reference 
to the collision of natural and human forces is carried 
through in his Travellers Bound – further pushing his 
obsession with metamorphosis and control. Mechanical 
speed and mythical power combine and compete, the 
steel frame disappearing beneath a heavy-wrought resin 
dragon. His work was featured in “Alors, La Chine?” at 
the Pompidou Centre in Paris, and is held in the Saat-
chi permanent collection in London. Selected exhibitions 
include “Renovation – Relations of Production”, at Long 
March Space in Beijing, the “Second Chengdu Biennale”, 
Chengdu, and “Inner Garden”. ’in 2013 at Art Dubai, 
The United Arab Emirates. Shi Jinsong currently lives 
and works in Wuhan and Beijing. He is represented by 
Chambers Fine Art in Beijing and New York.

⎚慹㶆炻Ĳĺķĺ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥㷾⊿旛炻Ĳĺĺĵ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⚥㷾⊿

伶㛗⬎昊炻军Ṳ⯙俴Ḷᷕ⚥㷾⊿伶㛗⬎昊ˤṾ䘬Ⱦ⒒⎺ȿ䲣↿

ἄ⑩塓孌ᷢ㗗⮡⎀⊾ᷕ䘬䣦Ể䘬妋宣ȹ忂彯䓙撳⇑⺨ℛ↨䇯㜬

⺢崟㜍䘬⨜⃧弎㜍斸慲⍲昸╣ẋ堐安孰恒〞䘬⨜⃧䤆ˤ征䥵冒

䃞ᶶṢ≃䡘㑆䘬⿅侫⺞井峗䨧⛐Ṿ征ẞȾ⎴埴侭ȿ䘬㕘ἄᷕȹ

⸞徃ᶨ㬍⍵⮬↢Ṿ徥㯪⼊⎀⍲㍏⇞傥≃䘬㈏䛨ˤ⛐Ⱦ⎴埴侭ȿ

ᷕ炻摊摩乻㜬㴰⣙⛐㞹傪撠ㆸ䘬潁⼊ᷳᶳ炻Ẍ奪侭デ⍿⇘慹Ⰶ

忇⹎ᶶ䤆䦀≃慷䘬乻⎰ᶶ䪆ḱˤ⎚慹㶆䘬ἄ⑩㚦⍪≈㱽⚥湶

咔䙖䣦刢㛗ᷕ⽫䘬˪ᷕ⚥炻⾶ᷰ㟟烎˫⯽奰烊塓Ỏ㔎叐⣯䓣

㯠ᷭ㓞啷烊⍪≈⛐⊿Ṕ攧⼩䨢斜䘬˪塭ᾖ炼䓇ṏℛ䲣˫⯽奰烊

⍪≈䫔Ḵ⯲ㆸ悥⍴⸜⯽烊⛐ĳıĲĴ⸜旧俼想徒㊄䘬刢㛗徒㊄⚥旭

刢㛗⌂奰Ểᷕᷦ≆᷒⯽˪ℭ⛐剙⚕˫䫱ˤ

⎚慹㶆䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ㬎㯱⍲⊿Ṕ炻Ṿ䓙乥乎⍲⊿Ṕ䘬⇵㲊䓣

ẋ䎮ˤ

Shi Jinsong, Shades of Gray ̶̶The Wuhan Gray, 2013
Homemade wuhan gray paint,  mirror, Size variable 

⎚慹㶆ĭ˪䀘⹎炼㬎㯱䀘˫ĭġ2013ĭġ冒⇞㬎㯱䀘桄㕁ĭġ攄⫸ĭġ⯢⮠⎗⎀

Reserve: US$1,000

Shi Jinsong, Travellers Bound, 2013
Resin, vintage motor bike spare parts, 

LED lights, industrial and construction waste, 253 x 105 x 147 cm
⎚慹㶆ĭġ⎴埴侭ĭġ2013ĭġḴㇳ㐑㈀弎㔋ẞĭġLED䀗䲣亇ĭġⶍ᷂⍲⺢䫹✫

⛦䫱ĭġ253 x 105 x 147 cm
Reserve: US$ 38,000
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Lot. SA-26

Shi Zhiying 䞛军卡

Shi Zhiying was born in Shanghai in 1979. She gradu-
ated with Master Degree of Oil Painting from Shanghai 
University Shanghai Fine Arts College in 2005. Her work 
is well known for its stark monochromatic paintings of 
uniform vistas — open water, Zen sand gardens, carpets 
of grass — that flood the viewer’s field of vision. Her 
fluent observational painting embodies, and promotes, 
intense reflections on individuality and the passage of 
time. “Some things haven’t changed, from the distant 
past all the way to the present and the future,” the 
artist states.
In 2001 she received 1st Prize in the “Shanghai Youth 
Biennale”, and was also part of the “China Contempo-
rary Oil painting Exhibition”, at the National Art Museum 
of China, Beijing, 2008. Her first solo exhibition, “From 
the Pacific Ocean to the High Seas” was curated by 
painter Yang Peiming at the Ullens Centre for Contem-
poray Art, 2009. Then in 2010 she was invited to exhibit 
as part of the “Centennial Celebration of Women in Art”, 
at the Shanghai Art MuseumShe has exhibited extensive-
ly internationally, including Germany, France, Australia 
and Cuba. . Her solo exhibition “The Relics” took place 
at James Cohan Gallery in New York this year.
Shi Zhiying is represented by James Cohan Gallery, and 
currently lives and works in Shanghai.

䞛军卡炻Ĳĺĸĺ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥ᶲ㴟炻ĳııĶ⸜䟽⢓㭽᷂Ḷᶲ㴟⣏⬎

伶㛗⬎昊㱡䓣䲣ˤ⤡䘬ἄ⑩ẍ桄刚⇵㘗⋽ᶨ侴㶭㶉侴塓Ṣ

䅇䞍炻⤪⺨於䘬㯜➇ˣ䤭⬿㱁⚕ˣ㴴↢奪ế奮慶䘬勱⛘ˤ

⤡䘬ἄ⑩ỻ䍘↢Ḯ㳩⇑䘬奪⮇⿏⸞Ὣ徃᷒⿏⻢䁰䘬⍵⿅ᶶ㖞

斜䘬㳩必炻⤡宜ȾṶ彯⍣⇘䍘⛐ℵ⇘㛒㜍炻㚱ṃḳ⸞㱉㚱㓡

⎀ȿˤ

ĳııĲ⸜⤡⛐ᶲ㴟曺⸜⍴⸜⯽崊⼿Ḯᶨ䫱⣾炻⍪≈ḮĳııĹ⸜ᷕ

⚥⚥⭞伶㛗椮䘬ᷕ⚥䍘ẋ㱡䓣䞼䨞⯽炻ĳııĺ⸜炻⤡䘬椾㫉᷒

⯽˪Ṷ⣒⸛㲳ȹ℔㴟˫炻䓙᷍➡㖶䫾⯽⛐⯌Ỏ㕗ẋ刢㛗ᷕ

⽫ᷦ≆炻ᷳ⎶ĳıĲı⸜⤡⸼怨⍪≈ᶲ㴟伶㛗椮ᷦ≆䘬䘦⸜⤛⿏

ᷕ⢾⤛刢㛗⭞ἄ⑩⯽ˤ⤡䘬ἄ⑩⣂㫉⍪≈⚥ℭ⢾᷒⯽佌

⯽炻⊭㊔⽟⚥ˣ㱽⚥ˣ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⎌䫱炻⸞ḶṲ⸜⛐乥乎

James Cohan䓣ᷦ≆Ḯ᷒⯽˪㔯䈑˫ˤ
䞛军卡䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶᶲ㴟炻䓙James Cohan䓣ẋ䎮ˤ

Shi Zhiying, Lush Grass, 2008
Oil on canvas, 40 x 30 cm
䞛军卡ĭġ吥勱ĭġ2008ĭġⶫ朊㱡䓣ĭġ40 x 30 cm

Reserve: US$4,500



Lot. SA-27-33

 ⍪≈孠㛹椾⯲Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿġ刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫䘬⃧䪍刢㛗ἄ⑩

Ink on paper
习ᶲ㯜⡐

In summer 2013, ACAF ran the very first Arts Can Do 
centre in Xucun, Heshun county, Shanxi province. Over 
100 children from the region, mostly of migrant workers, 
came to attend daily painting and drawing classes taught 
by ACAF artist fellows Sophie Cape and Luke Sciberras . 
For nearly all of them, this was their first exposure to art 
as a form of expression, as a vehicle for their own ideas 
and perspectives, and as a language unto itself. They 
were also encouraged, given confidence and praised for 
their work. With the children’s permission, we selected a 
few pieces which we believe not only show the capacity 
and skill of response, but astounding originality. It also 
brings the creative voice of these children to you, our 
supporters. 
We are auctioning these pieces as artworks in their own 
right, but also as an opportunity to appreciate, be moved 
and reminded by what has taken place through the Arts 
Can Do program.
Each piece is unique and signed by the child, whose ages 
range between 4 and 10.

ĳıĲĴ⸜⢷⣑炻㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ể⛐Ⱉ大䚩栢⍧孠

㛹ㆸ䩳Ḯ䫔ᶨ᷒Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫ˤ⛘䘬

Ĳııἁỵ䔁⬰⃧䪍⍪≈Ḯ䓙ACAF樣⛘刢㛗⭞Sophie CapeLuke 
Sciberras㔁㌰䘬㱡䓣䳈㍷宦䦳ˤ⮡亅⣏⣂㔘䘬⬑⫸㜍宜炻征
㗗ṾẔ䫔ᶨ㫉㈲刢㛗ἄᷢᶨ䥵堐彦㕡⺷宕妨炻忂彯刢㛗㜍堐

彦冒䘬゛㱽奩妋ˤṾẔ⼿⇘溻≙ˣ塓亁Ḱᾉ⽫炻ṾẔ䘬ἄ⑩

⍿⇘堐㈔ˤ⛐⼿⇘⬑⫸Ẕ䘬⃩孠⎶炻ㆹẔ徱↢Ḯᶨṃ㚱ひṢ⇃シ

䘬ἄ⑩炻㈲⬑⫸Ẕ㚱⇃忈⿏䘬⢘枛ⷎ亁ἈẔ炻ㆹẔ䘬㓗㊩侭炰

ㆹẔ㈲征ṃ⬑⫸Ẕ䊔䩳⇃ἄ䘬ἄ⑩ἄᷢ刢㛗⑩㉵⋾炻征⎴㖞ḇ

㗗ᶨ᷒㫋峷Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖ᷢ⬑⫸Ẕ ↢䘬峉䋖⸞

ᷢᷳデ≐䘬㛢Ểˤ

㭷ᶨⷭἄ⑩悥㗗ⓗᶨ䘬炻ⷎ㚱⬑⫸䘬䬦⎵ˤṾẔ䘬⸜漬⛐ĵ⇘Ĳı

Ⱙᷳ斜ˤ

Reserve: US$100 Each

Lot. SA-27 Lot. SA-28 Lot. SA-29

Lot. SA-30 Lot. SA-31 Lot. SA-32 Lot. SA-33
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Lot. SA-34 

Song Ling ⬳昝

Chinese born Song Ling came to Australia in 1988. He 
graduated from the China National Academy of Fine Arts 
in 1984, and the following year was involved in the im-
portant New Wave art movement in China. In 1986 he 
co-founded the Pond Society with Zhang Peili and Geng 
Jianyi, bringing an early form of paper-cut graffiti to the 
streets of Hangzhou at a time of changing pressure and 
freedom. Soon after he emigrated to Australia, which had 
a profound effect on the aesthetic of his work. He utilises 
both the traditional and contemporary in his work -  Chi-
nese folk arts and embroidery, contemporary printing pro-
cesses, traditional symbolic imagery and pop/sub-culture 
references - which at once compete and complement one 
another, but he is most interested in the final outcome 
being that of extraordinary beauty. 
Song Ling was a finalist for the prestigious Archibald Prize 
twice, in 2008 and 2011, and his self portrait is held 
in the permanent collection of the Art Gallery of New 
South Wales, Australia. In 2011 three of his works were 
auctioned by Sotheby’s and acquired by the Yuz Founda-
tion. At the time they commented, “as contemporary art 
is increasingly bought out by capital and loses its will to 
fight and capacity for doubt, we can experience, in Song 
Ling’s work, a purity that belongs only to the 1980s.” He 
is represented by Niagara Galleries and Michael Reid in 
Australia, and currently lives and works in Melbourne.

⬳昝↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥炻ĲĺĹĹ⸜䦣⯭㽛⣏⇑ṂˤṾĲĺĹĵ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⣖

伶㛗⬎昊ĭġ⍪ᶶḮᷕ⚥慵天䘬㕘㴒㼖刢㛗彸≐ˤĲĺĹķ⸜炻Ṿᶶ⻈

➡≃ˣ俧⺢佴ᶨ崟⇃≆Ḯ㰈䣦炻ᷢ⢬⛐⌳≃ˣ冒䓙⎀⊾ᷕ䘬㜕

ⶆ埿⣜ⷎ⍣Ḯ㖑㛇习⻈ˣ㴪淎刢㛗ˤᶵᷭᷳ⎶炻Ṿ䦣㮹⍣Ḯ㽛

⣏⇑Ṃ炻征⮡Ṿἄ⑩䘬⭉伶⍾⎹ṏ䓇Ḯ㶙径䘬⼙⑵ˤ

⛐Ṿ䘬ἄ⑩ᷕ炻Ṿ⇑䓐ᷕ⚥Ỉ亇ẋ䘬⃫䳈ȹᷕ⚥㮹斜刢㛗

⇢事ˣẋ⌘⇟㳩䦳ˣỈ亇䘬尉⼩⿏シ尉㳩埴㔯⊾炻⛐嶐

㔯⊾㔯⊾Ṍ⍱䘬彯䦳ᷕ⏰䍘刢㛗䘬伶デˤ

⬳昝ḶĳııĹ⸜ˣĳıĲĲ⸜᷌㫉ℍ⚜叿⎵䘬旧↯⌂⮼⽟⣾⅛崃炻Ṿ

䘬冒䓣⁷ἄ⑩塓㽛⣏⇑Ṃ㕘⋿⦩⮼⢓ⶆ伶㛗椮㯠ᷭ㓞啷ˤĳıĲĲ

⸜炻Ṿ䘬ᶱẞἄ⑩⛐剷㭼ᶲ㉵⸞塓ἁ⽟侨➢慹Ể䪆⼿ˤṾẔ

征㟟孬孢忻烉Ⱦ⛐ẋ刢㛗崲㜍崲⣂⛘塓峬㛔ṳℍ侴徸㶸᷏⣙

℞㈿ḱ䱦䤆⍲峐䔹傥≃䘬ᶳ炻ㆹẔṵ傥Ṷ⬳昝䘬ἄ⑩ᷕデ⍿

⇘炻⎒ⰆḶĹı⸜ẋ䘬乗䛇ˤȿ

⬳昝䓙㽛⣏⇑ṂNiagara⍲Michael Reid䓣ẋ䎮炻䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄ
Ḷ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⡐⮼㛔ˤ

Song Ling, Celosia cristata , 2011
Watercolor on paper, 70 x 50 cm
⬳昝, 淉ⅈ剙ĭġ2011ĭġ习㛔㯜⡐ĭġ70 x 50 cm

Reserve: US$2,500
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Lot. SA-35

Sophie Cape

A former Olympic athlete turned artist through injury, 
Sophie Cape attended London’s Central St. Martin’s Col-
lege of Art & Design in 2001, and went on to graduate 
from the Australia National Art School with a bachelor 
in Fine Art (Painting). Sophie was one of ACAF’s first arts 
fellows to participate in the 2013 Arts Can Do summer 
school in Xucun, living in rural Shanxi and teaching up 
to 100 children of migrant families’ art classes from 
throughout the region. Her piece, The Tree That Bends 
Will Never Break, is inspired by the Chinese proverb of 
the same meaning, and was created during her resi-
dency in China this summer. Australian critic Bill Wright 
wrote of her work this year, “There is something con-
spicuously brilliant in Cape’s exertive expression of ma-
terial form, how in her practice, matter ‘expresses’ itself, 
forming through processes of primal action, instinctive 
and intuitive.”

In 2012 she was awarded the ArtMonth Young Ambassa-
dor scholarship, as well as the New York Studio School, 
Drawing Marathon Scholarship in 2013. Sophie Cape is 
represented in Australia by leading Sydney space, the 
Tim Olsen Gallery, who selected her as their solo fea-
ture artist for Art Hong Kong 2012. She currently lives 
and works in Sydney, Australia.

Sophie Cape㚦乷㗗ᶨ⎵⤍㜿⋡彸≐␀炻⚈Ọ弔✳ㆸᷢᶨ⎵
刢㛗⭞ˤĳııĲ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ劙⚥Ỏ㔎⛋樔ᶩ刢㛗学孉⬎昊炻亏侴⍾

⼿Ḯ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ⚥䩳刢㛗⬎㟉伶㛗亀䓣ᶻ᷂⬎⢓⬎ỵˤ

Sophie㗗㽛⣏⇑Ṃᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗➢慹Ể椾㈡⍪≈ĳıĲĴ⸜Ⱦ刢㛗
㖈䔮Ƹ䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ孠㛹⢷⬋刢㛗㳣≐ᷕ⽫䘬樣⛘刢㛗⭞ᷳᶨˤṲ

⸜⢷⣑⛐ᷕ⚥樣⛘㛇斜炻⤡⯭ỷ⛐Ⱉ大䚩䘬ᶨ᷒ῷ径ḉ㛹炻ᷢ

㛹⫸慴⣂彦Ĳııỵ䔁⬰⃧䪍㔁㌰刢㛗宦䦳ˤ⍿⇘ᷕ⚥寂宕䘬⏗

⍹炻⤡⇃ἄḮȾ⻗㚚䘬㞹㯠径ᶵỂ㉀㕕ȿˤ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ孬孢⭞㭼

⮼Ƹ⾨䈡孬孢⤡Ṳ⸜䘬ἄ⑩宜炻ȾCape⮡䈑峐⼊⺷䘬堐彦炻㚱
䛨㖶㗦䘬斒䁡炻⛐⤡䘬⭆嶝ᷕ炻㚱ℛ堐彦䘬ḳ炻⤥⁷悥㗗忂

彯㛔傥䚜奱㜍 ⇘䘬ˤȿ

ĳıĲĳ⸜炻Sophie Cape卟⼿ḮArtMonth曺⸜⣏ἧ⣾⬎慹炻ĳıĲĴ
⸜卟⼿Ḯ乥乎㏬⼙⬎昊䘬亀⚦樔㉱㜦⣾⬎慹ˤSophie Cape䓙
㽛⣏⇑Ṃ〱⯤䘬Tim Olsen䓣ẋ䎮炻ĳıĲĳ⸜塓徱ᷕ⍪≈楁㷗
⚥旭刢㛗⯽ˤSophie Cape䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ㽛⣏⇑Ṃ〱⯤ˤ
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Sophie Cape, The Tree That Bends Will Never Break, 2013
Oil, ink, acrylic, gouache, graphite, chalk and soil on board, 60 x 45 cm
Sophie Cape, ⻗㚚䘬㞹㯠径ᶵỂ㉀㕕ĭġ2013ĭġ⡐㯜ĭġ᷁䂗ĭġ㯜䰱桄㕁ĭġ䞛⡐ĭġ䰱䪼ĭġ⛇ĭġ习㜧ĭġ60 x 45 cm

Reserve: US$ 8,000 



Lot. SA-36-38

Taca Sui ⟼⎗ġ

Taca Sui was born in Qingdao in 1984. He graduated 
from the Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2003, and 
later attended the Rochester Institute of Technology in 
New York, graduating in 2007. He was a member of the 
ASL - the Art Students League of New York in 2008. His 
work was included in ‘DUCHAMP and/or/in CHINA’ at 
the Ullens Centre for Contemporary Art, Beijing (2013),   
‘The First “CAFAM Future” Exhibition Sub-Phenomena: 
Report on the State of Chinese Young Art’ (2012) at 
the Central Academy of Fine Art, curated by Xu Bing, 
and ‘Is the world real? The Sixth Lianzhou Photography 
Exhibition’ curated by Fei Dawei (2010). 

These photo works are from the ‘Odes’ series of solo 
shows presented by Chambers Fine Art, in Beijing and 
New York (2013). The pieces are a photographic inter-
pretation of The Book of Odes (Shi Jing), China’s oldest 
anthology of lyric poetry. Gathered in nine sequences 
of photographs corresponding to different Odes, the 
photographs retain both a poetic sensibility and formal 
austerity. Charlie Schultz of the Brooklyn Rail wrote, “He 
isn’t seeking to illustrate these old texts so much as to 
find their equivalents in a contemporary landscape, to 
locate the reemergence of an origin he’s traced back 
seven to ten centuries. Imagining this journey is what 
makes Sui’s pictures captivating”.

Taca Sui is represented by Chambers Fine Art in Beijing 
and New York, and currently lives between both cities.

⟼⎗炻ĲĺĹĵ⸜Ḷ曺ⱃ↢䓇炻ĳııĴ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⣖伶㛗⬎昊炻ᷳ⎶

⇵⼨ỵḶ乥乎䘬仿⼣㕗䈡䎮ⶍ⬎昊徃ᾖ⸞Ḷĳııĸ⸜㭽᷂ˤṾ

ḶĳııĹ⸜ㆸᷢ乥乎刢㛗⬎䓇俼䚇䘬Ể␀ˤṾ䘬ἄ⑩㚦⍪≈⯌

Ỏ㕗ẋ刢㛗Ⱦ㜄⯂ᶶİㆾİ⛐ᷕ⚥ȿ⯽炷⊿Ṕ炻ĳıĲĴ炸炻ᷕ⣖

伶㛗⬎昊Ⱦ椾⯲CAFAM㛒㜍⯽烉Ṃ䍘尉Ƹᷕ⚥曺⸜刢㛗䓇⾩㉍
⏲ȿ⯽炷䫾⯽Ṣ⼸⅘炻ĳıĲĳ炸炻ẍ⍲Ⱦᶾ䓴䛇⭆⎿烎䫔ℕ⯲

徆ⶆ㏬⼙⯽ȿ炷䫾⯽Ṣ峡⣏ᷢ炻ĳıĲı炸ˤ

征ṃ㏬⼙ἄ⑩㜍冒⇵㲊䓣ĳıĲĴ⸜Ḷ⊿Ṕˣ乥乎↮⇓⯽↢

䘬Ⱦ孿乷ȿ䲣↿᷒⯽炻ẍ㏬⼙䘬⼊⺷⏰䍘ᷕ⚥㚨⎌侩䘬㈺ね

孿普ˤḅ᷒⸷↿䘬㏬⼙ἄ⑩⮡⸼孿乷ᶵ⎴䘬䪈刪炻㖊唜⏓䛨

孿シ䘬デ⿏⍰ᾅ㊩⼊⺷䘬䬨㲩ˤBrooklyn Rail㛪⽿䘬Charlie 
Schultz孬孢忻烉ȾṾ⸞ᶵ㗗⇣シ徥㯪⮮征ṃ⎌侩孿䭯⚦⁷
⊾炻㚜⛐シ䘬⇁㗗㈦⇘⬫Ẕ⛐ẋ㘗奪ᶳ䘬⮡⸼炻ẍℵ䍘ᶲ

㹗ᶫ᷒ᶾ乒ᷫ军⋩᷒ᶾ乒㚨⇅䘬㸸⣜炻侴㬋㗗征㍊䳊䘬㕭䦳

ẌṾ䘬ἄ⑩⤪㬌⺽Ṣℍ傄ˤȿ

⟼⎗䓙乥乎⊿Ṕ䘬⇵㲊䓣ẋ䎮炻䍘⛐乥乎⍲⊿Ṕ᷌⛘䓇

㳣ⶍἄˤ

Taca Sui, Odes of Wang III ‒ Beneath the Old Capital, 2009
Platinum print, Edition 6, 20 x 20 cm 
⟼⎗, 䌳桶ŊŊŊġȸġ㓭悥ᶳĭġ2009ĭġ摪摗⌘䚠ĭġ䇰㔘6, 20 x 20 cm

Reserve: US$1,000

Taca Sui, Odes of Wang III ‒ Little Creature, 2010
Platinum print, Edition 6, 20 x 20 cm 
⟼⎗, 䌳桶ŊŊŊġȸġ⮷䔄ĭġ2010ĭġ摪摗⌘䚠ĭġ䇰㔘6, 20 x 20 cm

Reserve: US$1,000

Odes of Wang III ‒ Rush Mats in the Mountain Retreat, 2010
Platinum print, Edition 6, 20 x 20 cm 
⟼⎗, 䌳桶ŊŊŊġȸġⰙ栞䘬呚⚊ĭġ2010ĭġ摪摗⌘䚠ĭġ䇰㔘6, 20 x 20 cm

Reserve: US$1,000
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Lot. SA-36

Lot. SA-37

Lot. SA-38



Lot. SA-39

䌳䆖彦

Wang Xieda was born in Fushun, Liaoning Province in 
1968, and graduated from the Sculpture Department, Chi-
na Academy of Art in 1996.  Xieda has spent the past 
20 years studying the history of Chinese written language, 
specifically focusing on Chinese calligraphy of the fourth 
century, a period in which the brush came to be used 
for writing as an alternative to carving characters into 
wood, bamboo, or stone. Chinese writing evolved through 
the development of pictographs (which depicted objects) 
or ideographs (which represented abstract notions) and 
the work from his Sages’ Sayings series derive from these 
ancient forms.

He has been the subject of numerous solo exhibitions 
both home and abroad as follows: “2010 Arte Chino”, 
Wang Xieda Solo Exhibition, Cuba Museo Nacional de 
Bellas Artes, Havana, Cuba; 2010 “Wang Xieda”: Solo 
Exhibition, Institut Valencià d’Art Modern (IVAM), Spain. 
Wang Xieda is represented by James Cohan Gallery, and 
currently lives and works in Shanghai. 

䌳䆖彦炻ĲĺķĹ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥彥⬩㉂栢ĭġ Ĳĺĺķ⸜㭽᷂Ḷᷕ⚥伶㛗⬎

昊晽⟹䲣ˤ

䌳䆖彦⛐彯⍣䘬ĳı⸜斜㼄⽫䞼䨞ᷕ⚥Ḏ⅁⌮⎚炻䈡⇓ᶻ㲐Ḷ℔

⃫⚃ᶾ乒䘬ᷕ⚥Ḏ㱽ἄ⑩炻㬋㗗⛐征ᶨ㖞㛇㮃䪼Ḏ⅁⍾ẋḮ

㛐ˣ䪡ˣ䞛⇣⌘䘬存ḳ㕡⺷ˤᷕ㔯Ḏ⅁Ṷ尉⼊㔯⫿炷㍷亀ḳ

䈑炸ㆾ堐シ㔯⫿炷㍷徘㉥尉㤪⾝炸ᷕ㺼⎀⍹⯽侴㜍炻侴䌳䆖彦

˪⫸㚘˫䲣↿ἄ⑩䘬䀝デ㬋㗗㸸崟Ḷ征ṃ⎌侩䘬㔯⫿⼊⺷ˤ

䌳䆖彦⍪≈Ḯ⚥ℭ⢾⼰⣂᷒⯽炻℞ᷕ⊭㊔烉ĳıĲı⸜⛐⎌⚥⭞

伶㛗⌂䈑椮ᷦ≆䘬䌳䆖彦ἄ⑩⯽烊ĳıĲı⸜⛐大䎕䈁䒎Ỏ大Ṃ䍘

ẋ刢㛗⌂䈑椮ᷦ≆䘬䌳䆖彦ἄ⑩⯽䫱ˤ

䌳䆖彦䓙ᶲ㴟James Cohan䓣ẋ䎮ĭġ䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶᶲ㴟ˤ
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Wang Xieda, Sages’ Saying - 0847, 2008-2012 
Ink, rubbing, rice paper, rattan, paper pulp and silica gel mounted on canvas, 55 x 50 cm  
䌳䆖彦ĭġ⫸㚘0847, 2008-2012ĭġⶫᶲ⡐㯜ĭġ⭋习ĭġ喌ĭġ习㳮䟭傞ĭġ55 x 50 cm

Reserve: US$5,800



Lot. SA-40

Wang Jianjun 䌳⺢⅃

Wang Jianjun was a colonel in the army for 25 years 
working in the west of China before switching to photog-
raphy less than 10 years ago. Today he is ranked one 
of the ten most famous photographers in China and has 
been awarded the Chinese Photographers Association’s 
“China Photography Golden Award”. Wang Jianjun has 
travelled widely in China and concentrates on landscape 
photography, mainly in the western regions including Ti-
bet, Sichuan, Yunan and Gansu provinces.
He began as an amateur photographer in the 1970s. At 
that time, Wang JianJun was most fascinated with the 
technical aspects of how cameras functioned.
Eventually, however, he discovered that with cameras can 
be used to create images through which to express one’s 
emotions.
Wang JianJun was a colonel in the Chinese army for 25 
years and traveled a great deal in connection with his 
work. He often had his camera with him and began to 
take photographs of the fantastic Chinese landscapes 
through which he traveled. Many of his images are from 
Tibet, Sichuan, Yunan, and Gansu provinces.
He has now worked as a professional assignment photog-
rapher for several years, but devotes half of his time to 
his own projects.
His clients include publishers, website producers, advertis-
ing agencies, and film and camera manufacturers.
His own projects include several photo books. He just 

recently finished work on a book entitled “Western Scen-
eries”, but he has already begun work on two new books. 
“Kan Ding”, the name of a place in China, and “Diary 
of Hasselblad Photography”, a book about his work with 
Hasselblad cameras. He is also outlining a third book. 
It will be entitled “Namu” and is based on images from 
Mount Everest. Now he has published two more albums, 
“Scenery of China Tibet” and “The Eternal Memory”.
Wang JianJun’s Hasselblad equipment consists of a Has-
selblad 202FA, a 501CM, and a Hasselblad XPan, now he 
is using a Hasselblad H4D50 DSLR.
”I take inspirationa and knowledge from both new and 
established photographers. I also try to listen to those 
who look at my photos. I have much to learn from them.”
Now Wang Jianjun is the vice chairman of Sichuan Pho-
tographers Association. Wang Jianjun was a 2003 Has-
selblad Master.

䌳⺢⅃㗗ᶨ⎵⛐ᷕ大悐⛘⋢䘬⅃旇㚵⼡ĳĶ⸜䘬ᶲ㟉炻䃞⎶⛐Ĳı

⣂⸜⇵ㇵ弔⇘㏬⼙ˤ䍘⛐Ṿ塓孬ᷢᷕ⚥Ĳı⣏叿⎵㏬⼙ⶰᷳᶨ炻ġ

⸞塓ᷕ⚥㏬⼙ⶰ⋷Ể㌰ḰȾᷕ⚥㏬⼙慹⣾ȿˤ䌳⺢⅃㷠⌮Ḯᷕ

⚥大悐䘬⣏悐↮⛘⋢徃埴桶㏬⼙炻ᷣ天㚱大啷ˣ⚃ⶅˣḹ⋿

䓀倫䚩ˤ

⛐ĳıᶾ乒ĸı⸜ẋ㗗Ṿ⺨⥳Ḯ᷂ἁ㏬⼙ˤ恋㖞䌳⺢⅃⮡䄏䚠㛢≇

傥㚨䛨徟ˤ

㚨⎶炻ġṾ⍹䍘⎗ẍ忂彯䄏䚠㛢⇃ἄ䄏䇯㜍㈺⍹᷒Ṣデねˤ

䌳⺢⅃㚦⛐⅃旇㚵⼡ĳĶ⸜炻ġ卟⼿Ḯᶲ㟉⅃埼炻ġ⚈ᷢⶍἄℛ䲣㕭

埴Ḯ⼰⣂⛘㕡ˤṾ忂ⷠⷎᶲ冒䘬䄏䚠㛢炻ġ 㕭埴㱧徼㉵㏬Ḯᷕ

⚥⣏⛘⢖ᷥ䘬桶㘗⣯奪ˤṾ䘬⼰⣂䄏䇯㸸Ḷ大啷炻ġ⚃ⶅ炻ġḹ⋿

䓀倫䚩䫱⛘ˤ

徨⼡⎶ↈ⸜Ṿ⯙ㆸᷢḮᶨ⎵俴᷂㏬⼙ⶰ炻ġ 䓐ᶨ⋲㖞斜㈽ℍṾ冒

䘬㏬⼙校䚖ˤ

Ṿ䘬⭊㇟⊭㊔↢䇰⓮炻ġ仹䪁⇞䇯Ṣ炻⸧⏲ẋ䎮⓮炻ġẍ⍲傞⌟

䄏䚠㛢⇞忈⓮ˤ

Ṿ冒䘬ⶍἄ⊭㊔↢䇰ↈ㛔㏬⼙普ˤṾ㚨役⇂⇂⬴ㆸḮᶨ悐

⎵ᷢȾ大悐桶ȿ䘬Ḏ炻䚖⇵乷⺨⥳䛨ㇳ䫔ĳ㛔㕘Ḏ䘬ⶍ

ἄˤȾ⛶ᶩȿ㗗ᷕ⚥䘬ᶨ᷒⛘⎵ˤȾ⑰剷㏬⼙㖍存ȿᶨḎ㗗䓐

Ṿ䘬⑰剷䚠㛢⬴ㆸ䘬ˤṾḇ㬋⛐䫾↺䫔Ĵ㛔Ḏˤ⬫⌛⮮塓␥⎵

ᷢȾNamu乛㛐ȿ炻㗗ᶨ悐ℛḶ䎈䧮䎭䍃Ⲙ䘬㏬⼙普ˤṾ往↢
䇰Ḯ˪ᷕ⚥大啷桶˫ˣ˪㯠⿺䘬存⽮˫䫱䓣ℴˤ

䌳⺢⅃䘬㊍㚱⑰剷202FA炻501CM⑰剷XPan䚠㛢炻䍘⛐Ṿ乷
ⷠἧ䓐䘬㗗⑰剷H4D50㔘䞩⋽⍵䚠㛢ˤ
Ⱦㆹ䘬䀝デ䞍孮ℐ㸸Ḷ㕘䓇叿⎵䘬㏬⼙ⶰˤㆹḇ゛㕡学

㱽⼩㯪ṾẔ⮡ㆹ䘬䄏䇯䘬シ奩ˤㆹṶṾẔ恋慴⬎ỂḮ⼰⣂᷄

大ˤȿ

䌳⺢⅃䍘⛐㗗⚃ⶅ䚩㏬⼙⭞⋷Ể∗ᷣⷕ炻ĳııĴ⸜塓孬ᷢ⑰剷⣏

ⶰ
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Wang Jianjun, Everest, 1997
Giclee print, 60 x 60 cm
䌳⺢⅃ĭġ䎈䧮㚿䍃Ⲙĭġ1997ĭġ刢㛗⽖╟ĭġ60 x 60 cm

Reserve: US$5,800



Lot. SA-41

Wu Junyong ⏜ὲ≯

Wu Junyong, born in Fujian province, 1978. 2005 graduat-
ed from China Academy of Art majored in New Media Art. 
He specialises in printmaking and animation, and pres-
ently teaches new media at the China Academy of Art.
His work, particularly the Opera series (Opera I, II and 
III) are a satirical comment on politics. Although Junyong 
has lived and worked most of his life in China, and never 
travelled until 2007, he believes these comments are true 
of politicians and politics worldwide, but using signs and 
symbols common to Chinese literature and life. To ‘have 
a leg’ in Chinese means to have an affair. What at first 
seem to be simplistic illustrations with a morale finger 
wag attached are much more complex. With absurdity, 
satire and a cast of reappearing characters who both play 
and are played as fools. It works more like a magician’s 
trick in the European tradition of Goya - a sleight of hand 
to disguise what is really going on, and the truths which 
most agitate & unravel. 
Wu Junyong currently lives and works in Beijing and 
Hangzhou. 

⏜ὲ≯炻ĲĺĸĹ⸜↢䓇Ḷᷕ⚥䤷⺢ˤĳııĶ⸜Ḷᷕ⚥伶㛗⬎昊㕘⨺

ỻ䞼䨞䓇㭽᷂ˤṾ㑭攧Ḷ䇰䓣⍲≐䓣⇞ἄ炻䍘ả㔁Ḷᷕ⚥伶㛗

⬎㟉炻㔁㌰㕘⨺ỻˤ

Ṿ䘬ἄ⑩炻⯌℞㗗Ⱦ㫴∏ȿ䲣↿Ⱦ㫴∏Ŋ炻㫴∏ŊŊ炻㫴∏ŊŊŊȿ㗗

ᶨ䥵孥⇢⿏䘬㓧㱣孬孢ˤ嘥䃞⏜ὲ≯⣏⣂㔘䓇㳣ⶍἄ䘬㖞斜

悥⛐⚥ℭ炻䚜⇘ĳııĸ⸜⇵悥㱉㚱↢⚥㕭㷠彯炻ỮṾ䚠ᾉᶾ䓴劫

⚜ℭ恋ṃ㓧㱣孬孢㗗䛇⭆䘬炻Ṿ彸䓐ᷕ⚥㔯⬎䓇㳣ᷕ⎠䨢

奩䘬䫎⎟㞯⽿㜍堐彦征䥵孬孢ˤȾ㚱ᶨ儧ȿ⛐ᷕ㔯ᷕシᷢ

㚱⢾忯炻征ẞἄ⑩⇅奩㗦⼿⚦⁷䬨⋽炻Ữ乮⑩㏯㚛䘬ㇳ㊯䫱シ

尉炻⭆⇁⭻シ㶙径炻椞㚱嵋␛ˤ⃭㕍䛨勺宆ˣ孥⇢炻ẍ⍲ヂṢ

ᶼ冒ヂ䘬慵⢵↢䍘䘬奺刚炻ἄ⑩㚱䥵㫏㳚Ỉ亇櫼㛗ㇳ㱽䘬シ

␛ȹȹẍⶏ⥁ㇳ㱽㎕䣢䛇⭆⍹䓇䘬䉞⅝炻䒎妋㍑䙾ḳ⭆䘬堐

尉ˤ

⏜ὲ≯䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⊿Ṕ㜕ⶆˤ

Wu Junyong, Have a leg, 2010 
Paper-cut ink, 60 x 35 cm

⏜ὲ≯ĭġ㚱ᶨ儧ĭġ2010ĭġ−习㯜⡐ĭġ60 x 35 cm

Reserve: US$6,500
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Lot. SA-42

Wei Yanġ櫷妨

Wei Yan was born in Sichuan province, 1975. After gradu-
ating from the oil painting department of Sichuan Fine 
Arts Institute, he went on to do a master’s degree at the 
Chengdu Fine Arts Institute of Sichuan Conservatory of 
Music in 2007. In his paintings floods, beasts and mon-
sters are all sources of power, harking back to a more 
primitive era, while in violent opposition to modern life, 
and modern man. 

Selected exhibitions include the “Chengdu Biennale”, 
2011; “Voice of the Unseen”, at the 55th Venice Biennale, 
2013; “SEE/SA”, at the Ullens Centre for Contemporary 
Art, Beijing, 2012; and the “New Power China Nominative 
Exhibition”, at the Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai, 2007. 
His works have been widely collected by institutions such 
as the China Foundation for Visual Arts, the Chinese 
Ministry of Culture and Foreign Exchange Centre and the 
Central Art Foundation.

Wei Yan is represented by Beijing Pifo New Art Gallery. He 
currently works and lives and works in Chengdu.  

櫷妨炻ĲĺĸĶ⸜↢䓇Ḷ⚃ⶅ炻ĳııĵ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ⚃ⶅ伶㛗⬎昊㱡䓣

䲣炻ĳııĸ⸜⍾⼿Ḯⶅ枛ㆸ悥伶㛗⬎昊㱡䓣䲣䟽⢓⬎ỵˤ⛐櫷妨

䘬ἄ⑩ᷕ炻㳒㯜ˣ慶℥⿒䈑悥㗗≃慷䘬㜍㸸炻徥㹗⇘径⎌㖞

ẋ炻㙜≃⍵⮡䛨䍘ẋ䓇㳣䍘ẋṢˤ

櫷妨⍪≈䘬⯽奰㚱烉ĳıĲĲ⸜ㆸ悥⍴⸜⯽炻ĳıĲĴ⸜䫔ĶĶ⯲⦩⯤㕗

⍴⸜⯽˪㛒㚦⏰䍘䘬⢘枛˫炻ĳıĲĳ⸜⊿Ṕ⯌Ỏ㕗ẋ刢㛗ᷕ⽫

䘬ȾSEE/SAWȿ炻ĳııĸ⸜ᶲ㴟伶㛗椮㕘≐≃Ƹᷕ⚥刢㛗⭞桀⎵
⯽ˤṾ䘬ἄ⑩塓ᷕ⋶ẋ奮奱刢㛗➢慹Ểˣᷕ⚥㔯⊾悐ᷕ⢾Ṍ

㳩ᷕ⽫ᷕ䍗刢㛗➢慹Ể䫱塓⣂⭞㛢㜬⸧㲃㓞啷ˤ

櫷妨䓙⊿Ṕῷ撳㕘刢㛗䨢斜ẋ䎮ˤ䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶㆸ悥ˤ
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Wei Yan, Portrait 2012 Series  No.1, 2012
Oil on canvas, 33 x 41 cm
魏言, 倾⁷2012䲣↿No.1, 2012ĭġⶫ朊㱡䓣ĭġ33 x 41 cm

Reserve: US$5,000



Lot. SA-43

Yang Mianġ㜐ℽ
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Yang Mian was born in Chengdu, Sichuan province in 
1970. In 1997 he graduated from the Department of Oil 
Painting in the Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts, Chongqing. 
He participated in “Made in Chengdu”, FIAC 2001, in Paris, 
as well as the 2001 Rotterdam Art Fair in the Netherlands. 
His work featured in the widely traveled exhibition “Ma-
jiang- Uli Sigg Collection of Chinese Contemporary Art”.  
Known for his white-washed female portraiture, like faded 
icons of cosmetic advertising, he has been compared to 
the found imagery of American artist Richard Phillips. This 
ongoing series, “The Beauty Standard’” relates to his re-
cent CMYK work, in that both tackle notions of projected 
beauty, composite images and ideal forms. With a coded 
title that refers to color listings, CMYK, or cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and black, he takes the tonal DNA of works from 
both classical Chinese and European history – reproduc-
ing them in painstaking pixilated form – and considers 
what it is that makes them beautiful. 

Yang Mian currently teaches in Chengdu, and has had two 
solo shows in New York in the past five years. 

㜐ℽ炻Ĳĺĸı⸜↢䓇Ḷ⚃ⶅㆸ悥炻Ĳĺĺĸ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ慵⸮⚃ⶅ伶㛗⬎

昊㱡䓣䲣ˤṾ㚦⍪≈˪ㆸ悥⇞忈˫⯽奰ˣĳııĲ⸜⛐湶ᷦ≆䘬

㱽⚥⚥旭ẋ刢⌂Ể炷FIAC炸ˣĳııĲ⸜匟℘渧䈡ᷡ刢㛗刪䫱烊
Ṿ䘬ἄ⑩ℍ徱˪湣⮮ȹᷴ⇑Ƹⶴ⭊㓞啷䘬ᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗˫⯽炻

塓⸧㲃ⶉ⚆⯽↢ˤ㜐ℽẍṾ䘬⇟䘥⤛⿏倾⁷䓣侴斣⎵炻征ṃ⤪

⎴壒刚⊾⤮⑩⸧⏲䘬⼊尉炻⟒㭼伶⚥刢㛗⭞䎮㞍⽟Ƹ厚⇑㘖㕗

䘬⇃ἄシ尉ˤ征᷒㊩井䘬Ⱦ伶ᷥ㞯Ⅾȿ䲣↿ẍ⍲ᶶᷳ䚠ℛ䘬役

㛇ȾCMYKȿ䲣↿炻䘮≃⚦斸慲⇞忈↢䘬伶ˣ⢵⎰⚦⁷ẍ⍲䎮
゛⼊⾩䘬㤪⾝ˤẍCMYK炻⌛Ⱦ曺ˣ⑩乊ˣ湬ˣ湹ȿ⚃刚ᷢἄ
⑩亾䞩␥⎵炻⍵㗈↢刢㛗⭞⯅孽ṶỈ亇ᷕ⚥䓣⍲㫏㳚亀䓣ἄ⑩

ᷕ㍸⍾㚨➢䟨䘬刚宫➢⚈炻⮡⬫Ẕ徃埴乮农䘬⎀⼊ℵ忈炻ᾅ䔁

⸞慵乬⬫Ẕ䘬伶デˤ

㜐ℽ䍘ả㔁Ḷㆸ悥炻彯⍣䘬Ḽ⸜ᷕ㚦⛐乥乎ᷦ≆彯᷌㫉᷒⯽ˤ

Yang Mian, CMYK ‒ Southern Song, Magnolia Page, 2013
Acrylic on canvas, 120 x 120 cm

㜐ℽĭġCMYKġĮġ⋿⬳ġ⣄⎰剙⚦栝ĭġ2013ĭġⶫ朊᷁䂗ĭġ120 x 120 cm

Reserve: US$26,000



Lot. SA-44

You Jinġ䓙慹

You Jin was born in Liaoning province, in 1979, graduting 
with a BFA from the prestigious Lu Xun Academy of Fine 
Art in 2005. 
You Jin’s technique is intricately labour-intensive: swarms 
of painted squiggles coalesce into imagery like some kind 
of Photoshop-filtered pointilism. Intense colour - bright, 
saturated shades are as much a part of Chinese artistic 
inheritance as the subtleties of scroll painting - add to 
an extreme visual impact that’s offset by the fragmentary, 
fragile nature of its execution. It’s a painting style that 
You Jin himself terms “Chaotic Codes of Art”, and a re-
cent move towards “more lines of Chinese style” and less 
frenetic, more measured composition should enhance the 
artist’s reputation still further.
Selected key exhibitions include “The 21th World Wide 
Video Festival”, in Amsterdam, Holland (2004) and the 
“15th Video Brazil International Electronic Art Festival”, 
SESC Pompéia, Sao Paulo, Brazil (2005). He has also had 
multiple solo shows in Beijing and Geneva, “From Chaos 
to Freedom” in 2013 and “Lost in Desire” in 2011 at Op-
era Gallery, Geneva, Switzerland, and “Continue Chaotic” 
at EGG Gallery, Beijing, 2009.

䓙慹炻Ĳĺĸĺ⸜↢䓇Ḷ彥⬩㰰旛ˤĳııĶ⸜㭽᷂Ḷṓ㚱䚃⎵䘬氩彭

伶㛗⬎昊ˤ

䓙慹慯䓐擁交⢵㛪䘬≛≐⭮普✳刢㛗ㇳ㱽烉ㆸ佌䘬㲊㴒乧㯯倂

ㆸᶨ᷒䓣朊炻⁷㗗塓PS䬃徱彯䘬䁡䓣㱽ˤ⻢䁰䁓䚖䘬刚⼑炼㖶
Ṗˣ椙䘬刚宫⌟弜䓣ᶨ㟟炻悥㗗ᷕ⚥刢㛗亏㈧䘬ᶨ᷒慵天

乬ㆸ悐↮炻⡆⻢Ḯ㜩农䘬奮奱⅚↣炻⌜ḇ塓㓗䥣䟜䠶䘬䠶䇯

傮⻙䘬㛔峐㉝㴰ˤ征䥵亀䓣桶㟤塓䓙慹䦘ἄᷢȾ刢㛗ḙ䞩ȿ炻

㚨役Ṿ㚜ῦ⎹Ḷᷕ⚥桶炻⮹Ḯṃ䉪䂕ˣ⣂Ḯṃ㚜寐ヶ䘬ἄ⑩炻

⎗傥㗗ᷢḮ徃ᶨ㬍㍸檀Ṿἄᷢ刢㛗⭞䘬⢘娱ˤ

Ṿ⍪≈䘬ᷣ天⯽奰㚱烉匟℘旧⥮㕗䈡ᷡḴ⋩ᶨ⯲ᶾ䓴⁷刢㛗

刪炷ĳııĵ炸炻大⛋ᾅ仿⹆峅∏⛢䫔ĲĶ⯲大⚥旭䓝⫸刢㛗刪

炷ĳııĶ炸ˤṾḇ㚦⛐ᷕ⚥⊿Ṕ䐆⢓㖍ℭ䒎⣂㫉ᷦ≆彯᷒⯽炻

⊭㊔⛐䐆⢓㖍ℭ䒎Opera䓣ᷦ≆䘬ĳıĲĴ⸜˪㶟㰴䘬冒䓙˫
ĳıĲĲ⸜˪⛐㫚㛃ᷕ徟⣙˫炻ẍ⍲ĳııĺ⸜⛐⊿ṔEGG䓣ᷦ≆䘬
˪亏井ḙ䞩˫ˤ
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You Jin, Lost in the Distance 01, 2013
Silkscreen print, Edition 4/10 + AP, 76.5 x 57 cm
䓙慹ĭġ⬌ⶮ径㘗01, 2013ĭġ
᷅仹䇰䓣ĭġ䇰㔘4/10Ĭ刢㛗⭞冒䔁䇰ĭ 76.5 x 57cm

Reserve: US$1,000



Lot. SA-45 

Yu Jie ᾆ㲩
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Yu Jie, Quiet observation, 2012
Acrylic on pape, 46 x 53 cm
ᾆ㲩ĭġ朁奪ĭġ2012ĭġ习朊᷁䂗ĭġ46 x 53 cm

Reserve: US$3,500

Yu Jie was born in Nanjing, Jiangsu province, and gradu-
ated from the Art College of Nanjing Normal University in 
1993. Selected solo exhibitions include “Daily Joy: Yu Jie’s 
Work on Paper”, Art Myth Gallery, Nanjing, 2000; “Invasion: 
Yu Jie’s Work”, F.Fine Gallery, Beijing, 2003; and “RITUAL: 
Yu Jie’s Work”  Line Gallery  Beijing, 2012. Key group 
shows include “International Contemporary Art Exchange 
Exhibition”, Jiangsu Art Museum, Nanjing, 2000 and “Noth-
ing to Do with Gender”, Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai, 
and Nanjing Museum, Nanjing, 2001. She was featured in 
the 2001 “China-Germany New Media Art Week” in Beijing 
and Shanghai, the “2001 Shanghai Art Fair”, Shanghai, 
and “Too Much Flavor - An Exhibition of Chinese Contem-
porary Art”, 3H Art Center, Shanghai, 2002.
International shows include “East of East - An Exhibition of 
International Contemporary Art”, Ljubljana, Slovenije, 2004;  
“Nuclear Transformation New Chinese Paintings”, Marella 
Gallery, Milan, Italy, 2007 and “Peace Project Contempo-
rary Art Exhibition”, Korea, 2009. Most recently she was 
invited to be part of ”RESHAPING HISTORY Chinese Art 
from 2000 to 2009” at the Today Art Museum,  Beijing.  
Yu Jie currently lives and works in Nanjing.

ᾆ㲩↢䓇Ḷ㰇剷⋿Ṕ炻⸞ḶĲĺĺĴ⸜㭽᷂Ḷ⋿Ṕⶰ劫⣏⬎伶㛗

䲣ˤᾆ㲩㚦ᷦ≆彯⣂㫉᷒⯽炻⊭㊔Ļġ ĳııı⸜⛐⋿Ṕ刢㛗䤆䓣ᷦ

≆䘬˪㖍ⷠ㫊⧙ĮĮᾆ㲩习㛔ἄ⑩⯽˫炻ĳııĴ⸜⊿Ṕ㕡枛䓣ᷦ≆

䘬˪ℍὝĮĮᾆ㲩ἄ⑩⯽˫ẍ⍲ĳıĲĳ⸜⛐⊿Ṕ䌱℘➪䓣ᷦ≆䘬˪

Ẓ⺷ĮĮᾆ㲩ἄ⑩⯽˫ˤ佌⯽⊭㊔烉ĳııı⸜㰇剷伶㛗椮ᷦ≆䘬˪

ẋ刢㛗⚥旭Ṍ㳩⯽˫炻ĳııĲ⸜↮⇓⛐ᶲ㴟伶㛗椮⋿Ṕ伶㛗椮

ᷦ≆䘬˪ᶶ⿏⇓㖈ℛ˫⤛⿏䍘ẋ刢㛗⯽ˤḇ⍪⯽Ḯ⊿Ṕᶲ㴟

䘬ȾĳııĲ⸜ᷕ⽟㕘⨺ỻ刢㛗㳣≐␐ȿ炻ĳııĲ⸜ᶲ㴟刢㛗⌂奰Ể

ĳııĳ⸜⛐Ĵŉ刢㛗ᷕ⽫ᷦ≆䘬˪嵋␛彯∑˫ᷕ⚥ẋ刢㛗⯽ˤ

⚥旭ᶲ䘬⯽↢℞ᷕ㚱烉ĳııĵ⸜⛐㕗㳃㔯⯤Ṃ⌊ⶫ⮼晭恋⚥⭞❶

⟉䘬˪᷄㕡䘬᷄㕡˫⚥旭ẋ刢㛗Ṍ㳩⯽炻ĳııĸ⸜シ⣏⇑䰛℘

ŎŢųŦŭŭŢ䓣䘬˪㟠⎀ȹȹ㜍冒ᷕ⚥䘬㕘亀䓣˫炻ĳııĺ⸜枑⚥ṩ

ⶅ⸛⌮⎚⌂䈑椮䘬˪㇀ḱᶶ⸛˫ẋ刢㛗⯽炻ḇ㚦塓天㯪

⍪≈⛐⊿ṔṲ㖍伶㛗椮ᷦ≆䘬˪㓡忈⌮⎚ĳıııĮĳııĺ䘬ᷕ⚥㕘刢

㛗˫ˤ

ᾆ㲩䍘䓇㳣ⶍἄḶ⋿Ṕˤ



Lot. SA-46

 Hasselblad Camera 
Stellar

Stellar is Hasselblad’s stunning new luxury compact 
camera.

Stellar has Zeiss optics, full HD video and 20 megapix-
els. The sleek and sophisticated carbon fibre hand-grip 
is crafted using the same compression moulding tech-
nique embraced by the aerospace industry.   It is for the 
ultimate in high-tech looks – the extraordinary material 
is lightweight and extremely tough.

Stellar has been exclusively fashioned at Hasselblad’s 
design centre in Italy and is set to wow amateur en-
thusiasts and consumers who love to take outstanding 
photographs and shoot quality video without having to 
worry about F-Stops and focal lengths.

⑰剷䚠㛢炼Stellar

Stellar㗗⑰剷⎎ᶨ㫦䱦⥁亅Ỏ䘬ὧ㏢䚠㛢

Stellar㊍㚱ᶨ㝂哉⎠攄⣜炻℟㚱ĳ⋫ᶯ⁷䳈炻㓗㊩ℐ檀㶭㉵
㏬ˤ⎎㚱⚮㵎侴㜩ㇳデ䘬䡛乌亜ㇳ㝬ȹ⬫慯䓐Ḯᶶ凒䨢ⶍ

᷂䚠⎴䘬⌳仑ㆸ✳㈨㛗ˤ䡛乌亜䓐Ḷ买㜩檀䥹㈨䘬⢾奪炻㗗

ᶨ䥵朆⎴⮣ⷠ䘬㛸㕁ġ炻㛸峐⼰弣⌜⺪ⷠ✂䠔ˤ

Stellar䓙⑰剷ỵḶシ⣏⇑䘬学孉ᷕ⽫䈡⇓ㇻ忈烊峜⽫学伖㚜
㗗ⷖ≑㏬⼙᷂ἁ䇙⤥侭ℵ㖈暨侫嗹⢵㛪䘬⚰ˣ䃎㭝学伖侴

㉵㏬↢刚⚦⁷⼙䇯ˤ
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Hasselblad Camera ‒ Stellar
•20.2 Megapixel with 28~100mm Zeiss T* Vario-Sonnar lens digital camera
•Italian design, Hasselblad quality
•Built-in 3” LCD screen
⑰剷䚠㛢ĮStellar
Ƹġ2020ᶯ⁷䳈ℭ伖哉⎠T·Vario-Sonnar 28-100mm攄⣜㔘䞩䚠㛢
Ƹġシ⣏⇑学孉炻⑰剷⑩峐
Ƹġℭ伖3劙⮠LCD㗦䣢⯷

Reserve: US$2,500



Lot. SA-47

 President Cigar Humidor Box with 20 selection Cigars Donated by Carol Yau

塩䇰䣤䙺塭ĳı㓗䱦徱暒劬乬⎰⍲暒劬ᾅ㸧䙺ĩ䓙Carol Yau㋸崈Ī

Reserve: US$3,288
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Introducing Connoisseur Group
Connoisseur Group is committed to unique design, the 
best materials and traditional construction techniques.  
Our cigar products are produced and marketed by 
Achievement Cigar Company, a premium tobacco grower 
and producer of vintage and rare cigars.  In addition 
to our renowned selection of cigars, the Connoisseur 
Collection offers a wide range of exquisite pieces, from 
humidors to objet d’art and home accessories.

Donation courtesy of Carol Yau and Connoisseur Group

ℛḶConnoisseur普⚊
Connoisseur普⚊农≃Ḷἧ䓐䊔䈡䘬学孉ˣ㚨⤥䘬⍇㕁Ỉ亇
䘬⇞忈ⶍ刢ˤㆹẔ䘬暒劬ṏ⑩䓙Achievement暒劬℔⎠䓇ṏ
⸞撨ⓖˤACC㗗ᶨ⭞Ề峐䘬䂇勱䥵㢵⓮䈡⭂⸜ấ䦨㚱暒劬
䘬䓇ṏ⓮ˤ昌Ḯ㚨䚃⎵䘬暒劬ᷳ⢾炻ㆹẔ往⸧㲃乷反℞Ṿ

䱦伶䘬ṏ⑩炻Ṷ暒劬䙺⇘ⶍ刢⑩炻ℵ⇘⭞⯭䓐⑩ˤ

㬌㋸崈⑩䓙Carol YauConnoisseur普⚊㍸ὃ

The President Cigar Humidor Box with 20 selection Cigars
塩䇰䣤䙺塭ĳı㓗䱦徱暒劬乬⎰⍲暒劬ᾅ㸧䙺



Lot. SA-48

Ⱦ㶉晭ᷳ櫭ȿ侉侈㘜⸽ㇳ攗

This item is of the highest quality material, smooth to 
the touch, glittering and cool like water. What makes it 
particularly unique, is the type of jade which is very rare, 
characterised by its well-distributed and refined colour 
and luster. The bracelet’s perfectly round form, brightness 
and elegance make it an item that is hard to turn away 
from. It seems full of the beauty of traditional Chinese 
culture, and is a classic example of refined Chinese jade.

⑩⅘卡㯜㵎炻㹹椙㺉炻峐⛘ᶲḀ炻ㇳデ乮儣ˤ⯌℞晦⼿䘬㗗

征㫦䌱㜩℞冺㚵䘬刚㲥炻桄刚⛯⊨㶭晭ĭ☐✳ᷘ㺉炻㳣㲤䀝≐⍰

ᶵ᷷℠晭え䃞ᷳ嵋炻孑Ṣ䇙ᶵ慲ㇳˤ奪デ⤪㷠潁ㆷ㯜炻㚜㚱忂

德䀝枝ᷳ伶ˤ
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“Quietly refined beauty” jade clear-based bracelet, Width: 6mm, Height inside bracelet: 57mm
Ⱦ㶉晭ᷳ櫭ȿ侉侈㘜⸽ㇳ攗ĭġ㜉⭥烉6mmġ⚰⎋烉57mm

Reserve: US$12,000



Lot. SA-49

 

Pride and Glory Limited Edition

Each book is a unique copy. Bound in hand-stitched cow-
hide leather with zipper, embellished with studs, matches 
and inner lining. A special edition of 1,000 copies only, 
each is numbered with a hand-signed Fine Art Print in 35 
x 23 cm format.
This special edition is presented in a matt-brushed alu-
minum case. Photography by Horst A. Friedrichs, with an 
introduction and interviews by Professor Colin Fallows.
Following the great success of “Or Glory – 21st Century 
Rockers“, the acclaimed German photographer Horst A. 
Friedrichs concentrates on an extraordinary design clas-
sic: the leather motorcycle jacket, which developed in the 
1950s from being merely functional outerwear to become 
the blazing symbol of the era’s youth revolt. James Dean 
wore one, as did Marlon Brando and Dennis Hopper. 
Since then, the myth has continued to flourish, so that, 
to this day, leather jackets are one of the few outfits with 
true cult status. They have soul. They have character and 
they are worn with pride; they are painted, embellished, 
embroidered and enhanced with studs and patches. The 
artistic photos of Horst A. Friedrichs make these available 
to the larger public for the first time and provide authen-
tic insight into this highly exceptional lifestyle. 

Release: June 2013
Editor: Lars Harmsen
Text in English

The Daabs are showing their support through donation 
of books to be auctioned at our fundraiser in Beijing 
this November, as well as a percentage of profit going 
towards Arts Can Do with every future sale In China. 

㭷㛔Ḏ悥㗗ᶨấ䊔䈡䘬⬀⛐ȹȹ⮩朊䓙惵㚱㉱撦䘬ㇳⶍ仅⇞䈃

䙖⇞ㆸ炻⍰㚱䱦伶䘬椘搱炻䀓㞜ℭ堔䘬塭椘ˤ䈡⇓䇰㛔ṭ㚱

Ĳıııấ炻㭷ᶨ㛔悥㚱ᶨ⻈ㇳ䬦䘬ĴĶǘġĳĴ⍀䰛刢㛗亾⎟栝ˤ征㫦䈡

⇓䇰㚜㏕惵Ṃ㉱᷅撅⎰慹⢾⢛ˤ

㬌Ḏ㏬⼙↢冒暵㕗䈡ƸłƸ⺿慴⽟慴ⶴ炻⸞㚱㜍冒㞗㜿Ƹ㱽㳃㕗㔁㌰

䘬ṳ乵⍲慯孧ˤ亏Ⱦㆾ匋侨ġ Įġ ĳĲᶾ乒㏯㺂ᷳ㗇ȿ⍾⼿ⶐ⣏ㆸ≇

⎶炻⸧⍿崆娱䘬⽟⚥㏬⼙ⶰ暵㕗䈡Ƹġłį⺿慴⽟慴ⶴ⺨⥳ℛ㲐ᶨ᷒

朆↉䘬乷℠学孉烉䙖朑㛢弎⣡ȹȹṶĳıᶾ乒Ķı⸜ẋ崟炻征䥵

⣡ᶵℵṭṭἄᷢ≇傥⿏⢾堋炻侴徸㶸嚽⎀ᷢᶨ᷒㖞ẋ䘬曺⸜

⍵㈿䱦䤆䘬䁥䁰尉⼩ˤ娡⥮㕗Ƹ徒】㗗⬫䘬㊍嵠炻樔潁Ƹ䘥℘⹎

ᷡ⯤㕗Ƹ暵䍨Ṏ㗗ˤṶ恋㖞崟炻䤆宅⺞井军Ṳ炻⬫Ẕㆸᷢᷢ㔘

ᶵ⣂䘬䛇㬋⍿⇘䉪䂕徥㌏䘬堋䈑ᷳᶨȹȹ⬫Ẕ㊍㚱䀝櫪炻㊍㚱

⿏㟤炻⬫Ẕ塓Ṣ㖈㭼樬⁚⛘䨧䛨烊⬫Ẕ塓亀䓣炻塓伶⊾炻塓事

ᶲ乡椘炻塓≈塭椘搱᷒⿏堍ᶩˤ暵㕗䈡ƸłƸ⺿慴⽟慴ⶴ䘬刢㛗

䄏䇯炻䫔ᶨ㫉ᷢ⸧⣏℔ế㍸ὃḮᶨ䩍征䥵㜩ᷢ䈡㬲䘬䓇㳣㕡⺷

䘬奮奺ˤ

㬌Ḏᷢ劙㔯⍇䇰Ḏ䯵炻䓙ġLars Harmsen 编辑，⸞ḶĳıĲĴ⸜ķ㚰
⍹埴ˤ

DaabsἄᷢㆹẔ䘬⣏≃㓗㊩侭炻ᶵṭᷢĲĲ㚰ấ⊿Ṕヰ┬㘂⭜㋸
崈Ḯ䓐Ḷ㉵⋾䬡㫦䘬Ḏ䯵烊⎴㖞⍰Ể⮮℞㛒㜍⛐ᷕ⚥⼿⇑㵎

䘬ᶨ悐↮㋸崈亁Ⱦ刢㛗㖈䔮Į䇙≑ㆸ攧ȿ校䚖ˤġ
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Pride and Glory Limited Edition
樬⁚ᶶ匋ȹȹ旸慷䇰㛔

Reserve: US$ 2,100 



Lot. SA-50

 1860 Napoleon III period Amethyst set
ĲĹķı⸜㊧䟜ṹᶱᶾ䳓㘞⣿ẞ

The piece is enlayed with amethyst, natural pearl and 
18K gold, and is a typical example of 1860 Napoleonic 
style. The time of Napoleon III was a period of Empire 
expansion, in which art was also completely categorised 
by a multi-culturalism, for instance the use of natural-
ism, or styles from Greece, Egypt, India, or gypsy travel-
ers. The jewelry design of this period was strongly in 
favour of Romanticism, and the inspiration for these 
designs was influenced by wild flower bouquets and 
animalistic elements. In terms of materials, natural pearl 
was revered as the most precious of objects, and large 
quantities appeared in the palace ornaments of the 
time. This set of amethyst bracelets and corsage comes 
from the Capetian family collection in France.

椾椘䓙䳓㘞ˣ䍵䎈ˣĲĹŌ湬慹攞侴ㆸ炻℠✳䘬ĲĹķı⸜㊧䟜ṹ

ᶱᶾ桶㟤ˤ㊧䟜ṹᶱᶾ㖞㛇昷䛨ⷅ⚥㈑⻈炻ḇἧ刢㛗㵝䙾⣂

⃫㔯⊾炻宠⤪冒䃞ᷣᷱˣⶴ僲桶㟤ˣ❫⍲桶㟤ˣ⌘⹎桶㟤ˣ

⎱㘖崃桶㟤䫱ˤ征᷒㖞㛇䘬䎈⭅学孉ⲯ⯂㴒㻓ᷣᷱね⾨炻⣏

冒䃞䘬剙㜇ˣ≐䈑⃫䳈塓⺽ℍ䎈⭅学孉䀝デˤ⛐㛸峐ᶲ炻䍵

䎈塓⣱ᷢᶲ⑩炻⣏慷↢䍘⛐恋ᶨ㖞㛇䘬⭓⺟椾椘ᷕˤ征⣿䳓

㘞ㇳ攗傠剙⣿ẞ㜍冒㱽⚥Capetian⭞㕷㓞啷ˤ

1860 Napoleon III period Amethyst set, Materials: Amethyst, natural pearl and 18K gold, Period: 1860
1860⸜㊧䟜ṹᶱᶾ䳓㘞⣿ẞĭġ㛸峐烉䳓㘞ĭġ䍵䎈ĭġ18K湬慹ĭġ⸜ẋ烉1860⸜

Reserve: US$4,500
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CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS
Our thanks to the generous support of the following artists and galleries who 

have donated art works to assist Arts Can Do

• Chen Wenling 陈文令
• Cindy Chen 㚦剹ヰ
• Fan Xiaoyan 劫㗻⤵
• Fang Kai 㕡↗
• Ingrid Calame
• Yun-Fei Ji ⬋ḹ梆
• Jin Nv 慹搽
• Jin Shan 望Ⱉ
• Josh Robenstone 
• Li Mingzhu 㛶㖶撠
• Ling Jian ⅴ

• Lisa Roet
• Leela Schauble ᷥ㉱
• Luke Sciberras
• Maria Fernanda Cardoso
• Movana Chen 旰ᷥḹ
• Pei Pei Heġỽἑἑ
• Pu Jie 㴎㌟
• Qu Yan 㷈ⱑ
• Shi Jinsong ⎚慹㶆
• Shi Zhiying 䞛军卡
• Song Ling ⬳昝

• Sonia Payes
• Sophie Cape
• Taca Sui ⟼⎗
• Wang Xieda 䌳䆖彦
• Wu Junyong ⏜ὲ≯
• Yang Mian 㜐ℽ
• You Jin 䓙慹
• Yu Jie ᾆ㲩
• Wei Yan 魏言
• Wang Jianjun 王建军
• Zhao Xu 赵旭

We are delighted to have the support of a few incredibly 
generous sponsors, without whom this evening would 
not be possible. They include the Four Seasons Hotel 
Beijing, Hasselblad, Kaluga Queen Caviar, OCULA, Moet 
Hennessy & Chandon, , Cering Jewelry, Green T. House 
and Poly International Auction. 

We also greatly appreciate personal support of ACAF 
friends including: 

ㆹẔ⼰檀ℜ傥⼿⇘ẍᶳ崆≑⓮䘬ㄟㄐ㓗㊩炻㱉㚱ṾẔ䘬ⷖ≑

⯙㱉㚱㬌㫉㘂⭜䘬ᷦ≆ˤ

ṾẔ㗗烉⊿Ṕ⚃⬋惺⸿ˣ⑰剷䚠㛢ˣ⌉曚ụ氤⫸愙ˣOCULA
ẋ刢㛗仹䪁ˣ愑ぎƸ弑⯤孿炼嶗㖻Ƹ⦩䘣普⚊ġ愑ぎ楁㦇ˣġ䅁

䏛䎈⭅ˣ䳓ḹ弑⍲ᾅ⇑⚥旭㉵⋾ˤ

ㆹẔḇ朆ⷠデ寊ẍᶳACAF䘬㚳⍳Ẕ䘬㓗㊩烉

• Anca Colman –Bal
• Arthur Solway
• Carol Yau
• Egon Heldner
• Geoff Raby
• Han Lei 枑䡲
• Helmut Rebstock
• Laura Zhou 
• May-Lea Ling
• Ralf and Ann Daab
• Sanjiv Hulugalle
• Sun Yan ⬁创
• Tina Tian 䓘䓘

OUR SUPPORTERS AND SPONSORS
ㆹẔ䘬㓗㊩侭崆≑⓮

We also wish the thank all the artists who gave their work 
for our benefit, as well as James Cohan Gallery (Shanghai 
and New York City), Chambers Fine Art Gallery (New York 
City and Beijing), Pilar Corrias Gallery (London), Olsen Irwin 
Gallery (Sydney) and Art Atrium Gallery (Sydney).   

⎴㖞ㆹẔḇ朆ⷠデ寊㚱㋸崈亁ㆹẔἄ⑩䘬刢㛗⭞ẍ⍲ᶲ㴟

乥乎James Cohan䓣ˣ⊿Ṕ乥乎⇵㲊䓣ˣ劙⚥Pilar 
Corrias䓣ˣ〱⯤Olsen Irwin䓣Art Atrium䓣䘬⣏≃
㓗㊩ˤ
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Lead Sponsors 椾ⷕ崆≑

Sponsors 崆≑⓮ġ

Supportersġ㓗㊩⍲⎰ἄġ





CONTACT US 俼䲣ㆹẔ
www.acaf.org.au, info@acaf.org.au 

        Yashian Schauble 吋Ṃẁ：yashian@acaf.org.au
+86 186 2118 5681 (中国), +61 48 801 2634 (AUSTRALIA)

        Sophia McKinnon 湎㵹厚：sophia.mckinnon@acaf.org.au  
+86 135 2273 7005

        Mil Wang 䌳⍂㶤：beijing@acaf.org.au 

+86 186 2133 6657


